Appendix B:
Written Comments Submitted by Small Entity Representatives in 2013
Small Business Advocacy Review Panel on EPA’s Planned Proposed Rules
Standards of Performance for Municipal Solid Waste Landfills and Review of Emissions
Guidelines for Municipal Solid Waste Landfills
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) conducted a pre-panel outreach meeting with
potential Small Entity Representatives (SERs) on October 30, 2013. EPA, along with Panel
partners, Small Business Administration’s Office of Advocacy (SBA), and Office of
Management and Budget’s Office of Information and Regulation Affairs (OMB), hosted a Panel
outreach meeting with SERs on December 19, 2013.
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Written Comments from Small Entity Representatives following the 12/19/2013 Panel
Outreach Meeting
For the December 19, 2013 Panel outreach meeting, the following SERs submitted four sets of
written comments, which are provided in this appendix:
 Todd Green, American Environmental Landfill
 Anne Germain, Environmental Industry Associations on behalf of Caroline County,
Maryland
 Matt Stutz, Weaver Boos Consultants on behalf of the City of Ponca City, Oklahoma
 Michael Michels, Cornerstone Environmental Group on behalf of the City of Riverview,
Michigan

American Environmental Landfill
212 N. 177th West Avenue
Sand Springs, Oklahoma 74063
January 10, 2014
Ms. Lanelle Wiggins
RFA/SBREFA Team Leader
EPA Office of Policy
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20460
Re:

Comments on SBAR Panel Outreach Meeting
NSPS and EG for MSW Landfills
American Environmental Landfill

Dear Ms. Wiggins
The American Environmental Landfill (AEL) is providing written comments in response to the
Small Business Advocacy Review (SBAR) panel formal outreach meeting held on
December 19, 2013 for proposed changes to the New Source Performance Standards (NSPS)
and Emission Guidelines (EG) for Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) Landfills. AEL has been
selected as a Small Entity Representative (SER) to participate in the SBAR review panel
process. AEL previously submitted comments on November 11, 2013 as part of the pre-panel
outreach briefing, which are attached for your reference. Provided herein are comments related
to the information presented during the December 19, 2013 meeting.
WRITTEN COMMENTS
As an MSW landfill currently subject to gas collection and control under NSPS, AEL is providing
these comments, which focus on the December 19, 2013 discussions that will affect the
operation and compliance requirements of the gas collection and control system (GCCS).
Gas Treatment Definition
EPA is considering options for changes to the gas treatment definition; industry has proposed to
leave the definition as is.
AEL Comment
The GCCS installed at the AEL incorporates a gas treatment system where the LFG is
compressed, chilled, and dehydrated. The gas treatment system currently meets the
definition of gas treatment as provided in guidance documents from the EPA; therefore,
AEL is supportive of maintaining the existing definition. If the proposed changes to
NSPS incorporate specific numerical criteria for the equipment to be classified as “gas
treatment”, this would potentially require a modification/redesign of the existing
equipment to achieve those levels. We would also have to install, maintain and operate
continuous monitoring equipment to demonstrate these criteria are met during operation
of the system. This would result in an increased compliance burden on the landfill.
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In addition, the gas treatment system is not an emission point, but rather a physical
process where the LFG is prepared for combustion in LFG fired generator sets. In the
case of AEL, the LFG fired generator set is the ultimate point at which the LFG is vented
to the atmosphere. The operation of the generator set in accordance with the applicable
NSPS and NESHAP (in this case the RICE MACT and the NSPS for spark ignition
engines), ensures that the appropriate reduction in emissions occurs. Specifying
numerical criteria for equipment to qualify as gas treatment will not affect the resulting
emissions from the generator sets, nor will it result in a decrease in nonmethane organic
compound (NMOC) emission from the landfill. As such, incorporating numerical criteria
into the proposed NSPS changes will be an increased burden with no measureable
improvement in emissions.

Wellhead Requirements
Industry has proposed EPA remove the wellhead performance standards from NSPS.
AEL Comment
AEL agrees with industry’s recommendation to remove the wellhead performance
standards. The current requirements require monthly monitoring of pressure,
temperature, and oxygen or nitrogen, and initial corrective actions within 5 calendar
days, with a subsequent corrective action 15 days later, and expansion of the gas
system within 120 days if the first two corrective actions are not successful. These
requirements result in an overly burdensome compliance exercise that does not result in
NMOC reductions.
It is our understanding that the wellhead performance standards for temperature and
oxygen/nitrogen were included in NSPS to prevent landfill fires. However, the limits
specified in the NSPS are not always appropriate. High oxygen levels can be a signal
that waste in the vicinity of the well is old and that landfill gas production is on the
decline; not indicative of a fire. For wells installed in non-producing areas, complying
with the wellhead standards can be difficult. Furthermore, waste naturally degrades at
varying temperatures, some of which occurs above the NSPS wellhead standard. AEL
has specifically experienced this issue at our site and has several wells that naturally
operate above 55°C (131°F) with no indication of fire in the vicinity of the well. It should
be the responsibility of the landfill/gas system owner/operator to ensure the system is
operated to prevent a fire and not a requirement of NSPS.
NSPS indicates that vacuum (pressure) at a well is monitored to determine if the gas
system is operating sufficiently. However, the direct measurement of surface emissions
is a better means to assess the effectiveness of a gas system. This is similar to the
sentiment indicated by EPA in the background information document (BID) for the final
NSPS standards (EPA-453/R-94-021).
The BID states “EPA considers surface
emissions monitoring to be an appropriate tool for monitoring both cover integrity and the
effectiveness of well spacing and vacuum in order to ensure adequate collection
efficiency” .
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As such, AEL would support the removal of the wellhead performance standards from
NSPS and the continued use of SEM to directly measure emissions and demonstrate
compliance.
Surface Emission Monitoring (SEM) Requirements
EPA is considering various options for expanding SEM requirements.
AEL Comment
AEL believes the current SEM requirements are appropriate and there does not appear
to be data to indicate the current SEM procedures are inadequate. The inclusion of
enhanced SEM monitoring in a proposed rule change would be an increased compliance
burden on the landfill. Furthermore, there does not appear to be data to indicate that
expanded SEM would result in a direct reduction in NMOC emissions. Therefore, unless
data can be provided to demonstrate enhanced SEM is better and will reduce NMOC
emissions, there does not appear to be a valid reason to change the current SEM
requirements.
We appreciate your consideration of these comments. If you have any questions, please feel
free to contact myself at (918) 245-7786.

Attachments: November 11, 2013 Pre-Panel Briefing Comments
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ATTACHMENT
November 11, 2013 Pre-Panel Briefing Comments
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National
Waste & Recycling
Associations"
Collect. Recycle. Innovate.

4301 Connecticut Ave NW
Suite 300
Washington DC 20008
T 202.244.4700
F 202.966.4818

January 10, 2014
Lanelle Wiggins (via e-mail)
RFA/SBREFA Team Leader
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency- Office of Policy (1806A)
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20460
RE:

Comments on New Source Performance Standards and Emissions Guidelines for
Municipal Solid Waste Landfills

Dear Ms. Wiggins:
As a Small Entity Representative (SER) representing Caroline County, Maryland to the Small
Business Advocacy Review (SBAR) panel, I am pleased to offer the following comments to
the New Source Performance Standards (NSPS) and Emission Guidelines (EG) for Municipal
Solid Waste (MSW) Landfills.
Created in 1773, Caroline County is a rural county located on the eastern shore of Maryland
with a 2010 population of 33,066. Caroline County is the current landfill host for the solid
waste of four counties on the eastern shore including Talbot, Queen Anne and Kent
counties. An 80-year agreement among the four counties rotates the landfill locations every
twenty years.
General Comments
Emissions reductions by the solid waste and recycling sector have been significant. Using
EPA's Decision Support Tool, an industry analysis estimated that actual greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions fell to about 25% of the levels emitted 30 years ago and to less than 20%
of what would have been emitted if waste management practices had continued along the
1974 technology path. According to the EPA, landfills reduced GH G emissions by 2 7%
between 1990 and 2010.
Much of the emissions reductions are a result of the current New Source Performance Standards
(NSPS) and Emission Guidelines (EG) for Municipal Solid Waste (MSW) Landfills. The success of
the NSPS/EG has been demonstrated by the significant declines in methane emissions from
MSW landfills as documented in EPA' s U.S. Greenhouse Gas Inventory-over 11 percent since
1990. MSW landfills are one of the only sectors that can claim direct GHG emissions reductions
of this magnitude. This demonstrates that the NSPS and EG works well in effectively controlling
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landfill emissions. Further, the emissions reductions achieved to date have been at a
reasonable costt.
However, additional emissions reductions can only be achieved through very high costs.
The cost burden for instailing a landfill gas system is significantly greater for a small facility
than for a large one. For example, a significant cost can be incurred simply to mobilize a
drill rig. For a facility that installs many wells, the mobilization costs can be distributed
over the costs of the wells. For smaller facilities with fewer wells, the individual well cost is
greater. This example can be carried forward on almost every component of the landfill gas
collection and control system: from design, through permitting and construction, to
monitoring and operations. Therefore, when considering the burden on small entities, the
costs will be significant.
In addition, the considerations that were in force during the original rulemaking are
unchanged. Therefore, it does not appear that there is any need to modify the rule for
additional emissions reductions.
Specific Comments
1. NMOC emissions threshold - The NMOC emissions threshold is not based on actual
emissions, but on a model that generally overestimates emissions. Also, landfills have
demonstrated that the cover soils will oxidize the organic compounds. Therefore, any
changes to the emissions threshold should consider a more reliable predictor of
em1ss10ns. It is recommended that the EPA consider allowing the use of surface
emissions monitoring (SEM) to confirm whether the modeled excess emissions actually
exist. Adding a SEM applicability criterion to the NMOC threshold criteria will assure
gas systems are installed and/or expanded at the appropriate time to maximize
emissions reductions.

2. LFG collection system installation or expansion schedule - The rule mandates that a
landfill gas collection and control system must be installed in 30 months. It further
requires that a landfill gas collection system be expanded within two years after closing
or within five years after initial waste placement. Compliance with these requirements
is difficult as it is.
If the EPA shortened the installation or expansion schedules, the ability for the

regulated community to comply with the installation timeframe is jeopardized. The EPA
assumes that six months of these schedules will be used for permitting. However, the
regulated community's experience is that six months is unrealistically optimistic. For
example, according to the State of Maryland, where Caroline County is located, the
constr1:1ction permitting approval turnaround is six months once a completed
application is submitted fll1£i. as there is little public interest. The original application is
almost never considered complete, leading to increased permitting times. In addition,
for a site with extensive public interest (which often includes landfills), the approval
timeframe is estimated to be eleven months.

EPA has available recently published information on the efficacy of the Landfill NSPS standards and
has discretion to determine, pursuant to section 111 (b) of the Clean Air Act, that eight year review is
not appropriate for new sources. The Clean Air Act does not mandate eight year review for existing
sources. See CAA Section lll(d).

1
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In addition, Maryland requires that landfills that meet the NSPS design capacity
threshold obtain a Title V operating permit The published anticipated turnaround time
for new Title V permit approvals is 36 months. Fortunately, the landfill received its Title
V permit in a much shorter timeframe, only fifteen months.
The compressed schedule is also a burden on construction and operation activities. It
requires installing the LFG collection system during active operations which subjects
the collection system to damage from the operations - getting hit by trucks resulting in
significant replacement costs. Also, there will be increased settlement in the landfill,
which affects the landfill gas header alignment. This results in more operational
troubleshooting, repairs and replacement costs.
Finally, any changes to the schedule will exacerbate the on-going issues with the
wellhead performance standards. Earlier operation will lead to significantly greater
numbers of exceedances requiring greater number of system expansions which adds to
the cost burden of earlier collection.
3. Wellhead Performance Standards, Corrective Action & System Expansion - The
regulations require that the temperature, pressure, and either nitrogen or oxygen be
monitored monthly and that if a well exceeds an operating parameter, corrective action
be initiated within 5 calendar days. If correction of the exceedance cannot be achieved
within 15 calendar days of the first measurement, the gas collection system shall be
expanded to correct the exceedance within 120 days of the initial exceedance.
The EPA included the wellhead performance standards in 1996 to ensure that 1) the
landfill gas collection system is operating properly and 2) a fire is not propagated. EPA
is also concerned that elevated temperatures could inhibit anaerobic decomposition by
killing methanogens. The overarching goal of the NSPS is to reduce landfill gas
emissions.
Based on 17 years of experience implementing the NSPS, the regulated community
views the wellhead performance standards (oxygen, temperature and pressure) as
overly prescriptive with extremely complex recordkeeping and reporting requirements
and associated corrective actions that vary widely due to divergent agency
interpretations. The amount of data tracking and paperwork to demonstrate
conformance with the wellhead standards is not only very burdensome, but can delay or
distract the regulated community and the state agencies from accomplishing the
overarching goal of NSPS.
The prescriptive wellhead standards are actually an obstacle to proper system
operation and emissions reductions. The state agencies do not have the resources to
assess and respond to landfill operator requests for operating variances, and due to staff
turnover, often lack the knowledge and expertise. As it has proven difficult to
impossible to obtain higher operating variances and alternative timelines from the
agencies, operators may be left with no option other than to adjust the LFG flow to the
wells in order to meet the specified temperature and oxygen values. This lowers the
efficiency of the system and can result in less gas being extracted to fuel energy
recovery projects or flares. Alternatively, unnecessary system expansions must be
performed at great expense with no environmental benefit.
Here is an illustrative example of a single well at a single landfill with supporting
information attached to this letter:
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In July and August 2010, the City of Jacksonville, Florida requested a temperature
variance for a single well. They also requested time to gather additional data to
support their initial analysis that the temperature was not the result of a fire.
The Florida DEP denied both requests because the temperature had briefly fallen
within the range compliance. Then, the Florida DEP required that the City expand
their landfill gas system within 120 days.
The landfill installed three additional wells, which did not resolve the higher
temperature. In fact all four wells exhibited elevated temperature. The landfill
again requested temperature variance for all four wells, or to decommission the
new wells (as the corrective action did not work).
The Florida DEP stated it could not authorize the site to decommission the three
new wells it had directed the site to install and denied the variance request for the
three new wells. It did however grant the temperature variance for the initial well in
question.
Conversely, as shown in the attached letter from the EPA Region 1 sent to Waste
Management, the decommissioning of wells is the responsibility of states. Further, it
states that temperature variances can be set by the landfill owner.
If minimizing the risk of a fire is truly the concern for the EPA, the requirement for
system expansion is purely punitive, rather than corrective. Expanding the collection
system would further propagate the fire by introducing more oxygen into the landfill
through drilling or excavation activities.

Therefore, we recommend that the standards for oxygen and temperature be
eliminated. Instead, the focus of the rule should be on the primary goal of NSPS, which
is to control emissions. This can be successfully accomplished utilizing the existing
surface emissions monitoring, which can evaluate the effectiveness of active and passive
gas collection systems and cover.
4. Common control - Common control establishes a disincentive for landfill gas to energy
(LFGTE) projects. In the past, major violations notices have been issued to landfill
owners for issues that were beyond its control and the direct result of the third party
owner. As a highly regulated industry that is very sensitive to the goodwill of the public,
being held responsible for the actions or inactions of an independent contractor is
untenable. Therefore, in order to encourage LFGTE projects, it is important for permits
to allow clear division of responsibilities between the landfill owner and the owner of
the LFGTE facility.
5. Surface Emissions Monitoring (SEM] - The NSPS requires that the landfill gas collection
system be operated such that methane concentration at the surface of the landfill is less
than 500 parts per million above the background. The EPA suggested that they might
propose a tighter grid for the SEM. It does not appear that there is any quantifiable
environmental benefit that can be determined from increasing the spacing on
monitoring. The rules already require that additional monitoring be performed at
cracks in the cover or in areas where the vegetation is stressed. This requirement
adequately locates surface emissions through the cover. SEM is a time-consuming
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compliance activity. Any tighter grid spacing requirement should be based on some
demonstrable benefit to the environment.
6. Closed landfills- Based on our initial meeting, the EPA suggested that over 800 closed
landfills could be impacted by the revised rule. When a landfill doses, the landfill gas
begins declining. As a result, additional relief from performance and monitoring should
be granted to the closed landfills. In particular, the requirements to: a) operate for a
minimum of 15 years - the landfill might not have sufficient LFG to maintain an
operation LFG collection system for that long; b) meet the 5% oxygen wellhead
standard; and c) perform system expansion. In addition, much of the LFG emissions
might have oxidized as it traveled through the cover soils resulting in minimal pollution.
Consideration should be available for oxidation of the LFG.
The rule should be revised to allow for decommissioning of portions of the LFG system.
It should make provisions for both temporary and permanent decommissioning based
on site specific conditions.
7.

Landfill lifecycle - _As written, the rule does not adequately address the lifecycle of a

landfill, including phasing-in gas colJection systems for newer landfills or newly
developed areas of landfills, or tapering down collection systems for older landfills
where gas production is diminished. Compliance with the wellhead performance
standards is especially difficult at the beginning or end of the landfill's life. Sites need
operational flexibility to rely on interim collection in the early gener(;ltion years and
intermittent system operations in the low gas producing years.
8. EXCEL Spreadsheet Costs - The costs shown in the spreadsheet seem low, especially
considering that the facilities that would be impacted are significantly smaller and
would not enjoy the same economies of scale.
Although the EPA explained that the costs assumptions assumed that many of the
facilities would benefit from beneficial use such as in Massachusetts, this rationale does
not seem to consider the size of the facilities. Most beneficial use projects are located at
facilities that generate a significant volume of gas. Closed landfills are unlikely to
provide gas for a long enough period to ensure a return on investment. Many smaller,
active landfills do not generate sufficient gas to enjoy the opportunity to install
beneficial use options. Even if they are able to, the cost benefits to the facility will be
minimal. Occasionally, they might be in an ideal location adjacent to an industrial user
where the benefit does exist. However, this is rare. Therefore, the costs will be
significantly larger than the EPA has estimated. Lowering NSPS thresholds may also
impact existing beneficial use projects that have benefited from being located at sites
that are non-NSPS and therefore eligible for additional revenues.
As a SER, I appreciate the opportunity to provide these comments. Should you have any
questions, please contact me at agermain@wasterecycling.org or 202-364-3724. I will
forward additional information as it becomes available.
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Letters between
City of Jacksonville
&

Florida DEP
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SOLID WASTE DIVISION

August 19, 2010

Mr. Christopher Kirts, P.E.
Air Program Administrator
Florida Department of Environmental Protection
Northeast District
7825 Baymeadows Way, Suite B-200
Jacksonville, Florida 32256
Subject:

Higher Operating Temperature Evaluation/
Alternate Timeline Request for Extraction Well lW-71
Trail Ridge Landfill, Baldwin, Florida
Facility ID No. 0310358

Deur Mr. Kirts :
The City of Jacksonville is submitting this correspondence to the Florida Department of
Environmental Protection (FDEP) to request an alternate compliance timeline for landfill
gas extraction well TW-71 at the Trail Ridge Landfill in Baldwin, Florida.
This site is subject co the Federal NSPS program for municipal solid waste landfills (40
CFR 60 Subpart WWW). The facility is required by the NSPS to perform monthly
monitoring of aH gas extraction wells for gauge pressure, temperature and oxygen. Well
TW-71 at the facility is likely to exceed lhe l5~day timeline for temperature and past
experience has shown that well adjustment or system expansion is unlikely to correct the
temperature exceedance.
Pursuant to the NSPS rcgularions, the following actions must be taken for the above
situarion:

40 CFR 60. 755(a)( 5) - "If a well exc:eed!i one of these operaritt,!f parameters, action
shall be initiated to correct the exceedcmce within 5 calendar day.v. If correction of
the exceedam:e cannot be achieved within 15 calendar days <f the jir.vt measurement,
the gtzs collect.ion system .vhall be expanded to correct the e:mtedance within 120
day.\' of the initial measuremem of the.first exceedance. Any atrempted corrective
measure sha/l 1w1 cause exce£'da11ces of other operational or pe1:formam:e standards.
An alternate timeline for mrrect;ng rile exceedance may be submitted to the
Ad111i11i.\'Irator for approval. "

lll3 I Superior Su·cc!

!

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
Jocksun.,,illc. FL 12:?~4 I Phone: 9<~..lll7 .8922 I Fax: IJ04.J87 . K905
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./0 CFR 60.753(l')- ·· Operate eadr imaior wellhead in tht' collt'c tim1 sy.Hem with a
la11dfill xas temr>aature less than 55 ''C and with d rlrer a nitrogen lel'el {es...- than 20
percent or cm oxygen le vel le....\. than 5 percent. The mvner or operator may establi.'ih a
higher c)peraring tempnature, nitrogtm, or oxygen l'lJlue tlf a particular well. A higlrer
operating value demonstratio n shall sho w .rnpporting data thar the elevated parameter
does not cause fires or signijica11tly inhibit anaerobic decvmposition by killing
metlta11oge11s. "

Corrective actions were initiated within five (5) days o f the initial exceed ance, however it
appears th;,it the landfill gas we llhead remperalure will rema in above the NSPS 55
degrees Ce lsius (°C), or 131 degrees Fahrenheit (°F) operating require ment. The well is
c urrently he ing operated in accordance with the landfil!' s Te mperature Verificalio n
Procedures outlined in the November 3, 2008 letter submitted by the C ity to FDEP
(Attachment I). Based on the data shown in Table L, the temperature e.x~eeded 13 1°F on
August 9, 2010 and rema ins above the default NSPS ~hreshold. This is co mpared to the
refuse temperature of 12 l °F encountered during the July 1, 20 I 0 we ll boring and
installatio n. The LFG concentrations demonstrate chat methane is present and air
intrusion is not occurring; ox.ygen and pressure are within NSPS co mpliance parameters.
Carbon mo noxide field monitoring res ul ts have verifie d that a subsurface oxidation is not
occurring a nd continued extraction of LFG from this well is not contributing to
degrndation of anaerobic methanogenesis. As demonstrated in the landfill ' s Temperature
Verification Procedures, methane below 45 % with carbon monoxide readings exceeding
500 parts per million (ppm) can be an indicator of subsurface oxidatio n. Additionally,
an inspection of the wclJ casing/surrounding ground for evidence of a ir leaks has been
satisfactory performed lo ensure that che higher temperature is not/won't be combined
with high level s of oxygen and therefore will not lead to the support of a landfill fire.
Table 1 .
LFG Data for TW-71 , Trail Ridge Landfill, Baldwin,
Florid a

co

C02

Device ID

TRLTW071
TRLTW071

TRLTW071
TRLTW071

Date Time

7/1/2010
18:15
7/7/2010
15:53
8/9/2010
10:43
8/17/2010
17:15

02

Adjusted
Pressure
("H20)

0.2

94

-3.2

0

2.8

129

-28.3

45.3

0 .3

1.9

110

133

-32

44.1

0 .2

3.8

100

134

-22.5

(carbon
Dioxide)

(Oxygen)

(~)

(%)

Balance
Gas(%)

53 .9

45 .9

0

54.9

42.3

-·

52.5
51.9.......

(Carbon
Monoxide}
(ppm)

DEPARTMENT Or: PLIHLIC WO RKS

llJ.' I Sup.:riur Strt:et /

J ac:k s< mvi lll~.

FL .\2'.!:'i.i

Static

Adjusted
Temperature
(Deg F)

CH4
(Methane)
(%)

I Phone: 904 ..'!n.1!922 I F:ix: 904.J87.lN05
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Considering the FDEP's previous request for a crend of historical data to support a
request for a higher operation temperature, the City is requesting an altern;.1te cimclinc of
120 days to collect trend data and submit this documen1ation. This will allow an
additional 75 days of monthly monitoring, including CO readings. Within 120 days of
lhe initial exccedance, 1hc City will provide the higher operating temperature
demonstration results to FDEP, along with a request for a higher operating temperature or
an alternative remediation plan with time line for LFG well TW- 71.
We would appreciate a written confirmation from your office approving this request for
che alternative timeline to pe1form the higher operating temperarure demonstration for the
we I l TW-71 . Please be advised that these exceedances will be reported as operational
exceedances in NSPS semiannual reports, but will not be reported as items of non
compliance on our Title V annual statement of compliance unless (I) we receive written
notification from you that this request is not approved, or (2) we fail to submit the
required temperalure variance request or alternative remediation plan with 120 days of
the initial exceedance.
If you have any additional questions regarding this Jetter, please contact me at the
letterhead number or email atjsfoster@coj.net.

Sincerely,

Al~

Je · rey . os r, P.O., P.E.
E1 vironmental Engineering Manager
City of Jacksonville

Attachment l : November 3, 2008 City correspondence to FDEP, Well Tempernturcs
cc:

Chris Pearson, City of Jacksonville
James Getting. Waste Management of Florida
Eric Parker, Waste Management of Horida
Jim Christiansen, Waste Management of Florida
Greg Mathes, Waste Management of Florida
Lindsey Kennelly. SCS Engineers

IO.l 1 Superinr .Street I

1.)EPAlffMENT OF PUBLIC W< IRKS
FL J:?:1:'i4 1 Phone: !104.J87.8922 ! FaJC: <>04.~N7 . S905 I www.c,•j.net

Ja<~kS l'nvilk.
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Sup~r i\lr

Strt't'l

I

DEPARTMENT OF PUHLIC WORKS
FL :12254 I Phonl!: 904 ..Hn.lli>22 I Fax: 904.J87.ll9ll:'i

Jad.;~unville.
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Florida Department of
Environmental Protection
Northemt District
71U5 Raytneadows Way, Swk 8200
J11eksonv1lle. FlonJa 322S6-751)()
PhoM 904.807-UOO • hx 'HJ44411·4J66

Charlie Crist
(';o,·cmor
JclT KoHk:amp
Lt. \ '°'·cmor

MK:hacl W Sole

Secretary

August 6, 2009

Mr. Ottis Pearson, Chief
City of Jacksonville
Solid Waste Division
1031 Superior Street
JacksonviJJe, FL 32254
Duval County - Air Permitting
Gty of Jacksonville-Trail Ridge Landfill
AIRS ID No. 0310358
Alternate Tlmeline Request for Extraction Well No. lW-29

Dear Mr. Pearson;

The pwpose of this letter is to provide with a written determination regarding your request for a
180 day extension of the deadline to correct temperature exceedances at extraction well No. TW-29.
The Trail Ridge Landfill is subject to the requirements of 40 aR 60, Subpart WWW (Standards of
Performance for Municipal Solid Waste Landfills).
Pursuant to 40 CFR 60.753(c), Trail Ridge Landfill must operate each interior wellhead in the
collection system with a land.fill gas temperature less than 55 degrees Celsius (131 degrees
Fahrenheit) and with either a nitrogen level less than 20 percent or an oxygen level less than S
percent. The facility may request a higher operating l'emperature at a particular well, provided that
supporting data is submitted that demonstrates that the elevated temperature does not cause fire9
or significantly inhibit anaerobic decomposition by killing methanogens.

Jf an exceedance is detected during the monthly monitoring required by 40 CFR 60.755(a)(5), the
landfill must initiate action to correct the exceedance within timeframes specified within the
regulation. Ii these exceedances cannot be corrected within these timeframes, the landfill is
required to expand im gas collection system no later than 120 days from the initial measurement of
positive pressure.
You are requesting a higher operating temperatlll'e of 153 degrees Fahrenheit for this well. The
monthly methane, carbon dioxide, oxygen. temperature, and pressure data for this well was
submitted with your letter for the months of January 2009 through July 2009. The data shows
methane percentages of greater than 42 percent, oxygen pen:cntages of less than 5 percent, with a

".\fore f>l'ntectlrm, L<t.H f'mce.u ··
M·ww. d~p ..,·wte.j1. u.v
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Mr. OU'is Pearson, OU.el
City of Jacksonville
Alternate Timeline Request for Extraction Well No. lW-29
August 6, 2009

Page2

maximum temperatu.tt of 142 degrees Fahrenheit. Four carbon monoxide readings were measured
in April, May, June, and July with the highest measurement of 200 ppm.

It appears from the submitted data that anaerobic activity within the landfill i.s continuing due to
the methane percentages of greater than 42 percent. and the higher temperatures are not causing
fires due to the carbon monoxide level of less than 500 ppm.
As stated in the meeting held on January 22, 2009, in accordance with 40 CFR 60.753(c) the
Department is inclined to approve a higher operating temperature limit for the well, but the limit
would be based on actual temperatures measured with a slight buffer, i.e. not 10 degrees Fahrenheit
as being requested. Therefore, the Department approves a higher operating temperature limit of
147 degrees Fahrenheit for Well No. 1W-29.

Trail Ridge Landfill should continue to review wellhead temperature monitoring data and da;ely
monitor any field conditions that would indicate the presence of subsurface fires. In addition,
wellhead monitoring data should be analyzed for trends that may indicate the anaerobic
decomposition is being significantly inhibited due to the killing methanogens.
If you have any questions concerning this matter, please contact Rita Feltcin-Smith at (904) 8073237.

Sincerely,

Christopher L. Kirts, P.E.
District Air Program Administrator

RFS/rfs
Copy to:
Lindsey E. Kennelly, P.E., Senior Project Engineer, SC'S Engineers
James Getting, Waste Management
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3. 2008

File No. 09207041.00
Mr. Christopher L. Kirts, P.E.
District Air Program Administrator
Florida Department of Environmental Pro1ccrion
7825 Baymeadows Way, Suire 8200
Jadcsonville. Florida 322.56.-7590
Subject:

Response to Request for Additional Information for Higher Operating

Temperatures
Trail Ridge landfill. Baldwin. Florida
AIRS ID No. 0310358
Dear Mr. Kirts:
The City of Jacksonville is submitting this letter as a combined response to your
September 10 and October 3, 2008 correspondence requesting additional information
concerning the proposed alternate operating temperatures for e~traction wells at Trail
Ridge Landfill. For ease of review, each correspondence will be addressed separately.

Response to Se,ptember 1O, 2008 Correspondence
Your September 10. 2008 correspondence requested additional information concerning
extraction wells at
the February 14, 2008 proposed alternate operating temperatures
Trail Ridge Landfill. For your convenience. Attachment A includes a summary of the
extraction wells with their respective temperature variance request and the date the
request wa~ submitted.

for

All of these wells are currently operating w ith oxygen concentrations within NSPS
parameters. and the remperatures requested are slightly higher than those observed in
order to provide operational flellibility should higher temperatures be recorded in the
future. During nonnal operating conditions. the temperatures monitored at extraction
wells typically fluctuate anywhere from 5 to 10 degrees Fahrenheit (''F). Due to this
natural tlu\:tuation. a buffer of app.r oximately IO°F was u.~ed in establishing r.he requested
alternate operating tempcratllrCs.
The City reels that r~ alternate operaaing temperatures are reasonable based on
variances granted for other sites in Florida. As shown in Attachment 8, U.S. EPA
Region 4 has gramed site-wide higher operating temperatures of J76 degrees °F for
Cenrral Landfill (Broward County, Florida) and Medley Landfill {Dade County. Florida).

10.ll
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Methane Generation
Moi!>turc contributed by rainfall enhances waste Jecompo~ition thu.~ inc..•casing the
landfill ga~ (LFG) generation race. After waste iJ buried in a landfill. microorganism.~
begin prOttS.~ing tht: organic/biodegradable portions of lhc waste. The aerobic mi~-robes
consume the available oxygen and anaerobic conditions develop. Under 1hese anaerobic
1.:ondition.~. rhe organic/biodegradable w~1e is then converted to compk~ organic acids,
followed by the conversion of the organic acids into methane and carbon dioxide. The
melhanogen ic microbes flourish in moist environments and within the mesophiJic (68 to
122°1=) and tbennophilic (9S to 167°F) temperarure ranges {SWANA. 2002). At these
temperature ranges. more methane and waste heat are produced by the production of
additional methanogcns.
In addition to methane generation, the anaerobic bacteria also produce wa.~te heat via
exothermic reactions. The wa.~te heat perpetuates the biological decomposition process
by providing temperatures in the thennophilic range, which further encourages the
prodll(.1ion of additional methanogenic microbes and additional methane.
Temperatures of the excavated waste documented during the drilling of a number of
vertical ex.traction wells on site have confirmed that biological decomposilion in the
landfill is occurring under thermophilic conditions. From the well drilling log summaries
previously submitted, Attachment C summarizes the range of temperatures that were
measured in the excavated waste during the extraction well drilling at Trail Ridge
Landfill. Based on temperature measurements of lhe e:itcavated refuse, the waste in the
vicinity of many of the extraction wells was decomposing at temperatures higher than
131 °F even prior to the application of vacuum. This is one indication lhat the operation
of the landfill gas collection and control system (GCCS) is not contributing to elevated
temperatures within the landfill.

Verification of Anaerobic Conditions
Methane generated from waste decomposition represents approximately 45 to 60 percent
of the gas in LFG. The methane content is often used as an indicator of whether
anaerobic decomposition is occurring. lf, in fact, a subsurface fire wa., present. the
quantity of methanogens would decline. which would calL~ a corresponding decrease in
methane concentration in the LFO. Therefore. methane concentrations would be lower
than the typk-al methane range al each extraction well if subsurface oxidation was
occurring.
As shown in Anachment D. the methane concen1rations at the extraction wells are within
the range of typical LFG. The methane concentrations monicored at each extraction well
indicate that anaerobic conditions arc presenl and methanogenic microbes are generating

methane.
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Temperature Verification Procedure•
Wcflhe:IJ ga.~ flow temperature is monitored and tradtcd to evaluate the potcntiaJ for the
occurrence of underground landfill fire. Applying excessive vacuum to the landfill gas
e~traction well can introduce air (oxygen) into the reru~e. which increases bacterial
a~tivity and raises temperatures (aerobic decomposition). With rhe opcimal combinatiQn
()f he::il, oxygen. and fuel. a landfill fire may begin. B~au~c of their Jong-smoldering
characteristics we often define this occurren\% as subsurface oxidation, and o~ of the:
significant byproduct\ is carbon monoxide (CO) in the exrracrcd landfill gas. Signs of
suh'iurface oxidation include:
•

Sub~tanrial

•

Smoke or smoldering odor emanating from the gas extraction system or

•
•

•
•

settlemcnr over a shon period of time.

landfiJJ.
Combustion residue in extraction well~ or headers.
Elevated levels of CO in excess of 1,000 parts per million (ppm) are typically
considered a positive indication of an active underground landfill fire. Levels
ofCObctwecn 100 and 1.000 ppm are viewed as suspicious and require
further air and temperature monitoring. Levels between JO and 100 ppm may
be an indication of a fire but active combustion is not present.
Increase in gas temperature in the e.lltraction system (above l40°F).
Wellhead gas temperatures in excess of l 70°F. (FEMA, 2002)

The following proce<lures are perfonned if wellhead temperatures above the NSPS
compliance threshold of 131°f are encountered. If there are any indications of
subsurface oxidation, the well shall be closed and the Administrator·notified.

IO.JI

•

Immediately eJ1tamine the area for evidence of a subsurface fire. The
inspection includes signs of settlement, smoke, and charred/melted well
components. If no signs of a subsurface fire are found, the technician shall
continue the troubleshooting procedures.

•

Review the LFG data to determine if methane concentrations are above 45 ·
percent. As established above, methane concentrations are typically 45 to 60
percent in lfG; these concentrations indicate anaerobic conditions are in
place.

•

Mea'>ure carbon monoxide (CO) concentrations using hand-hand instruments
or<.'Olorimetric devices (Draeger tubes). Carbon .mono"ide (CO) is a
byproduct of comhustion; therefore, if a subsurfacc fire were present, elevated
CO concentraaions would be detet.1ed.

•

Operate the extraction well with vacuum if the methane concentrations are
above ·~5 percent and the CO readings are less rhan 500 ppmv.

Su~ri«
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•

Request an aJtematc operating temperature variance and submit the following
information to the Administrator:
o Monitoring data for methane, o.tygcn. and CO 1.:onccnlrations, and
temperature obtained from each well.
o Excavated rcfu~e temperatures measured during jrunaUarion of the vertical
extraction wells.

Gas Collect/on and Control System Expansion
Expansio11 of the GCCS in itself will not lower the temperature of the LFG that is
collected from the extraction wells. If a subsurface oxidation is being caused by
excessi1w·e well vacuum, then reducing that vacuum. and the resulting gas extraction zone
of influence, may result in the need to install additional wells or collectors to maintain
gas emissions control as evidenced by the surface emissions monitoring. Also if GCCS
piping and/or equipment arc damaged by higher g~ temperarures, these will be replaced
or ungraded. However, if additional wells or collectors are installed in the vicinity of I.he
current LFG extraction weJls where elevated rempcraturcs are present, it is likely that
they will also have elevated operating temperatures and require alternate operating
temperature variances. FW1hennore, I.he addition of too many new extraction wells can
result in unintentional over-pulling of the landfill that can cause ambient air intrusil!n that
could lead to subsurface oxidation. For these reasons. the City is requesting alternate
operating temperatures for the wells in question as opposed to expanding the GCCS.
It should be noted that current efforts taken by the landfill to correct exceedances include
initial conective actions performed within five calendar days. Continued system
evaluation and repairs to correct exccedances are completed within 15 calendar days
when possible. This includes, but is not limited to, checking the piping and wells for
damage or leaks, draining lines, adjusting valves. replacing or repairing parts, adding
cover material. or any other such action as deemed appropriate ba~ed on observations and
system knowledge. When system expansions are appropriate, they are completed within
120 calendar days.

urn
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Response to October 3, 2008 Correspondence
Your Octo~r 3. 2008 c~pondence reque.~ted additional information concerning the
higher operating temperature for the following extraction wells: TW-01 . TW-02. TW-03,
TW-3U, TW- 13. TW-15, TW-16, TW-l8, TW-18lJ. TW-19U. TW-20U, TW-2 1, TW2tlJ. TW-29, EW-38, TW-26. TW-3 1. lW-32. TW·37, TW-39 , TW-42. TW-44, TW-45,
TW-47. TW-48, TW-51, TW·S4, TW-SS, TW-56, TW-58, TW-59. TW.(,(), TW·61. EW53, TW-27, TW-28, TW-30. TW-38. TW-46, TW-57 and an aJtemate timel~ re quest for
well TW-47. For ease of te\'iew, eadt .Florida Department of Environmental Protection
(FOEP) comment is re iterated in bold type, followed by our response.

I. Higher operadna temperatures for wells TW..01. TW-02, TW-OJ, TW-JU, TW·
lJ, TW-15, TW-16, TW-18., TW-18U, TW-19U, TW-20U, TW-21, TW-21U, and
TW -29. The letter st.ates that blper operatfn1 temperatures have been
previously requested ror these wells, but tht' laadftll ha not received any ronnal
written approval from RESD and therefore Is reqaestine higher operating
temperatures from the FDEP.

2. Higher operating temperatures for wells that have exhibited elevated
temperatures of tas-F or greater as a proactive lllU5utt. These wells include
EW-38, TW·26, 'fW-Jt, TW-32, TW-37, TW-39, TW-42, TW44, TW-45. TW·
47, TW-48, TW-Sl, TW-54. TW·SS. TW-56, TW·S8, TW-S9, TW-60, and TW·
61.

J. Thr requested higher operating temperatures are summarittd in the following

table:
Temperature Variance Summary, Trail Rid9• Landfi ll
• ..,.steel
Well

TW-01
TW-02
TW-03
TW-JU
TW-13
TW-15
TW-16
TW-18
TW-18U
TW-19U
TW-20U
TW-21

Operating
1-.(•F)
157
157

156
151
153
152
153

Reque.W
Well

TemD. (.,)

TW-32
TW-37
TW-39

139
140
143

fW ... 2

135

TW-44

136
138
143

TW-45
TW-47
TW-48

152
152
1S-4
155

TW-54
TW-5.S

TW-2lU

155
1.&1

TW-.58

TW-29

153

fW-38

143
140
148

TW-26
TW-31

Op.raff. .

TW-Sl

TW-56
TW-59
TW-60
TW-61

l 38
143

uo

T38
138

,......

l ·'5
144

13.5
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Dtpartment Respoase:
The provisfom ol 40 CFR 60.753(c). ttqutre lnrerior wetlbeadt la a~ collection
and control system to be operated witla a temswrature of lf91 than 5S-C ( 13 l°F) and
with either a nitrogen level leu than .20 percent or aa o•ygen levd less tbu 5
percenL ThJs reguladoa al~ stated that a higher operadn1 temperature~ nirrogm.
or oxygen value at a partkular wdl 11111y be established provfcltd that the (acifity
provides supporttna data that the elevated parameter does not cause Otts or
significutly Inhibit anaerobic decomposUloa by kfllln1 methaaogeos.
The pro"Visions ol 40 CFR 60.756(a) rrquirts monthly monitoring ol gas colltttioo
and control system wellhtad pressure, temperature, and nltrogm/oxygen
concentradons.
The September S, 2008 letter Included a summary of the temperatutt of the
exca...ated refuse that was meuuttd durtna the installation of the gas extraction
wells (as a gauge of the level of refuse dttomposition), re9uJts or carbon monoxide
sampling at ea£h of the wells, and monthly temperature, methane, and oxygen
concentrations at each of these wells for the months of January through May 2008.

t. It must be noted, that the submitted carbon monoxide results do not indk.ate
when tht. monitoring occurred. Please provide this information.
Rgoonse: Plea.,e.reference Attachment A for a list of the extraction wells. the
respective proposed alternate operating temperatures, the previously reported CO
results. and the date on which the sample was taken.

2. Based upon the submitted monthly monitoring information, it doesn't appear
that requested higher operating temperatures are currently warranted for wells
EW·J8, TW.01, TW..02, TW-13, TW-15, TW-16, TW-18., TW·ISU, TW-19U,
TW·20U, 1W-21, TW-26, TW-31, TW-32, TW-37, TW-39, TW-42, TW-44, TW·
45, TW-48, TW-54, TW-ss. 'fW-56, TW-58, TW-59, TW.60, TW-61, 88 the
reported temperatures are well below the less than lJl°F temperature operating
standard.
Resoona: As documented in previous correspondence. the City of Jacksonville's
Regulatory and Environmental Sen·ices Department (RESD) approved alternate
operating temperatures verbally and instructed the City to reque11t the operating
variances in the semi-annuaJ NSPS reports. Please reference Table I for a summary
of the extraction wells that h3d heen previously reported to operate at temperatures
above the 13 l()F threshold stipulated in §60.753(c) in the semi-annual NSPS reports.
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Table 1.

E•tabflsh•cf Alternot• Operatln1 Tempuature1, Trait
lidt• landfltl

Will

ESTAIUSHID O,_ATINO
TEMPEIA TUii (-f}

TW-l

157

TW-2

151

JW.J

f56
J Sl

rw.Ju

J SJ
1.52

TW-13
TW-IS
TW-16

153

TW-18

152

TW-18U

152

TW-19

152

TW-19U

154

TW-20

158

TW-20U
TW-21

1.55

TW-21U

155
147

TW-29

153

In addition, the September 5 correspondence requested alternate operating
temperatures for extraction wells that have exhibited elevated temperatures of l 25°F
or greater; these extraction wells include EW-38, TW-26, TW-31, TW-32, TW-37,
TW-39. TW-42. TW-44. TW-45. TW-47, TW-48, TW-~I. TW-54, TW-55, TW-56,
TW-58, TW-59, TW-60, and TW-6L As stated in the request of alternate operating
temperatures, the City is taking a proactive approach to requesting temperature
variances through FDEP. While the temperatures at these extr.K.'tion wells may
currently be less than 13 l°F, the temperature could naruraJly fluctuate due to the
accelerated decomposition of waste on site. Under normal operation of 1hese
extra-tion wells. the temperature could increase further due to lhe natural temperature
of !he LFG. Plea.~e reference Attachment A for the year-ro-date temperature ranges
recorded for these extraction wells.

J. As such~ in accordance with the provblons of 40 CFR 60. 753(1), it the
temperature monitoring demonstrates a temperature of 13l'"F or greater,
corredJvt action shall be taken• spec:ified In 40 CFR 60.755(a)(5) otthe
subpart. ff corredivr adiont an taken as specified~ the monitored exceedance 19
not a vlolatfoa of the operational ttquirements.
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Rapouc; When a temperature is monitored above lJl°F. efforts are pcrfonned to
subsurface oxidation is not occuning. Once tl is confinncd that the
elevated temperaltJttS are a result of accelerated wute decomposition the City
proactively requests an alternate operating temperature variance at least IO°F higher
than the detected temperature in accordance with §60. 7S3(c).
CMtue that

4. II doeiJa •t eppear that moallorin1 lafonutfoe wm prorided for weU TW-OJ. As
Kida. the l>epartlllftlt cannot make • detenn1natlon ~& this welt at this
time.

Rnpotue; Extraction well TW·03 was replaced with extraction well TW-030. At
this time. the City is requesting an alternate operating temperature for extraction well
1W..03U. Please reference Attachment A for a list of the extraction wells with the
respective requested alternate operating temperatures.
S. Althouab the submitted monitoring lnformadon fndicata temperatures greater
than 13rf for well TW·21U durina April and May, the 2008 Fint Semiannual
NSPS and SSM Compliance Report dated July 23, 2008, Indicates temperatures
below die threshold for the month '1l June 2008.
Based on this Information, ft doesn't appear that the requested higher operating
temperature b currendy warranted for this well. Has the temperature exceeded
the less than 131-Ji' threshold slnce the month ol June? Please provide the
mooitorina infonnation for the months of Joly tbrougla September for this well.
ResponH; While the temperatures at this e:ii:traction well may currently be less than

13l°F, the temperatures tend to fluctuate based on wa.~te decomposition rates. Under
nonnaJ operation of this extraction well. the temperature will likely increase due to
the natural temperature of the LFG. Due to this natural fluctuation. a buffer of
approximately IO°F was used in determining the requested alremate operating
temperattR for this extraction well.

Please reference Attachment D for the year-to-date data recorded at the extraction
wells and Attachment A for a list of the extraction wells with requested alternate
operating temperatures.
6. The moniterin1 lnformatfon ror WeU TW·39, indicates a high operatine
temperature In May, the 2008 Fint Semiannual NSPS and SSM Compliance
Report lndkated an e:ueedance on May 14• (1Jl"F). but this report also shows
the temperature below the tbremold for the month of June.
Based on tbw Information, ft doesn~t appear lh•t the requested higher operatin1
temperature is currendy warranted ror Ibis welL Hu the temperature e11tteded
the Iese than 131-F threshold Jtnce the month of June? Please provide the
monitoring lnformaUon
the months ol July through September for this well.

ror
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Rpponss; While the temperatures at this CJltraction well may currently be less than
131 °F. ttmpetaturc' of gas utractcd from LFG clltraction wcJls tend ro ftuctua1e
on waste decomposition rates. Under nonnal operation of this einracrion well.
the temperature will likely incrc~ due to the natural tcmpcrattuc of lhe LFG. Due to
this natural fluctuation. a buffer of approximately l<J°F was used in determining lhe
requested alternate oper.uing 1cmpcraturc for this elltraction well.
ba~cd

Please reference Attachment D for the year-t<Hlate data rtcorded at the eiuraction
wctls, and Anachment A for a list of the extraction wells with rtquestcd ahemate
operating remperatures.

1. The monitorin1 lDformatlOll for Well TW-51 incllcats a high temperature in
Marda that wu back below the threshold within an 11 day llmerrame. and
durin1 the months ol May and June.

a. In acconlaace with 40 CRF 60.755(a)(5). 11 correction al the exeftdance
cannot be achieved within 1$ calendar days of the first measurement. the gas
collection system sh.U be expanded to correct the exceedanc:e within 120 days

or the initial exettdaac:e.
Resooose;

As previously stated, the City has taken a proactive approach to
L'Ompliance of the GCCS at Trail Ridge Landfill. When possible. attempts are
made to reduce the temperatures monitored at the wellhead. Since the trend of
elevated LFG temperatures is prevalent on site, die City has requested that
extraction wells that typically operate at 12!i°F have altemare operating
temperatures in order to provide operational flexibility since well temperatures
can tluctuate by lD°F.

b. On September 12. 2008~ the Department received a request for aa ntension
for an addidooal 180 days for the City to continue elforts to reduce the
wellhead temperature in well TW·S l md well TW-32. The letter states that
the Subpart requirement of nqative pressure at these wells has been
ex«eded.

Response:
The Scplembcr 12, 2008 leuer addressed two separate requests for
cJttraction well~ TW•.J2 and TW-51. The wells historically have had elevated
temperatures and lhercfore alternate operating temperatures were previous ly
requested in accordance with §60.753(c).
In addition. the letter requested an alternate timeline to restore vacuum to theiie
extraction wells . A substantial amount of wa..1te has been placed on top the lateral
pipes that supply vacuum to eiuraction wells TW-32 and TW-51 . which we suspect
has reduced the effectiveness of the lateraJs. Once vacuum is restored to these
cxtra~1ion wells. the temperature will likely increase to a level consi!itcnt with the
other LFG temperatures that have been witnessed in these and other wells which can
be auributed to accelerated waste decomposition.
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The letter d~ not 1Jtate the efforts that have Mal taken by the landnll to ttdu~ the
at well TW-51, what additfonaal or dHfettnt adloM that will M taken in
the future, nor nplains why the gas collection sy~tem was not expanded as required
by 40 CFR 60.7S$(a)(.5). The ~partment Is rtqunting that this be addreued and
lnrormatlon provided.
tem~ratutt

Response;
As shown in the information presented in lhc '"Temperature Verification
Procedures" ponion of fhjs correspondentt. there are no indicarors of ~ub$urface
oxidation at the site. The elevated temperatures detected at the extraction wells are due to
the accelerared decomposition of the wa.<1te in place and the resulting elevated
temperature of the LFG.
Regarding expansion of the well field, plea."c refer to the "GCCS Expansion"
portion of this correspondence.

c. Please provide the monitoring information ror the months of July through
September for this well.
Response;
Please reference Attachment D for the yeur-to-date data recorded
at lhe extraction wells and Attachment A for a list of the extraction wells wilh
requested alternate operating temperature~.

8. The submitted monitoring data for ·Well TW·.32, including that in the 2008
Jt'int Semiannual NSPS and SSM Compliance Repo~ indicates
temperatures below the 131"'1" temperature operating standard through the
month of June 2008, and a positive pressure at the well during the month of
June. Based upon this infonnatioa, it doesn 't appear that requested higher
operating temperature ror this well is currently warranted.
Resoonse:
The temperatures requested arc slightly higher than those
observed to provide operational flexibility should higher temperatures be recorded
in the furure. During nonnal operating conditions, the temperatures monitored at
ex.traction wells typically fluctuate anywhere from five to ten degrees Fahrenheit
('F). Due to this natural fluctuation. a buffer of approximately 10~ was used in
dctennining the requested alternate operating temperature.
a. In accordance with the provisions ol 40 CFR 60.753(1). if the gau~ pres.wre
monitoring demon!tratn positive pressutt (with exception of the conditions
allowed under §60.75J(b)), corrective Mdion shall be taken u specified in 40

CFR 60.75S(a)(J) of the subpart. If negadve pressure cannot be achieved
without excess air lnnltration within 1.5 atlendar days of the nnt
measurement, the ps collection system shall be expanded to correct the
exceedance within 120 days or the initial mea.~urement of positive pnssure.
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b. The letter does not state the dl'orts U.at h•t-f been l•k~n by the landftll to
ubtain neptht prnsure at well TW·JZ. what ..tdilloa.U or different actions
that •HI be takrn la the rututt. nor Hplmm why tbe ps colledfoa !lystem
wa not r-.panded • requlnd by 40 CFR 60.755(1)(3). The Departmtnt ii
rrqutsting that this bf addr:Uwd.

Has this well coadaued to experiena 1 posltin prnsure dunna dat moot.In
of Jufy throup now! Please provide the monitoring ibronnat.loa ror the
months of July darougb September for this weL
Rgporye;
Dara evaluation. well tuning. :ind vi~ual system evaluations were
included in the initial corrective actions to return negative pressure to TW-32.
Initial attempts to inaease vacuum and return negative pressure to TW-32 proved
unsuccessful. On September 11. 2008 lhe existing vacuum line to TW-32 was
replaced. and negative pressure was restored to TW-32, within the allowable
timeline established. This negative pressure ha.11 been sustained since this system
expansion wa., completed. Please reference Attachment D for the year-ro--date
monitoring data.

9. The monltorin1 information for well TW-29 indicates high temperature during
each month of January throup April, May, and June. Has the temperature at
thw well exceeded the 131"F threshold since the month of June? Please provide
the monitoring inCormatfon for the months of July through September f'or this
well.
Respoue: Please reference Attachment D for the year-to-<late monitoring data of the
extraction wells for which alternate operating temperatures have been requested in
Attachment A. Based on the data. extraction well TW-29 is above the lJl-P
threshold. 1be procedures addressed in the "'Temperature Verification Procedures..
section of this correspondence have been followed. There are currently no signs of
~ubswfacc oxidation.

Department Response to Alternate Tirnallne Request for Well TW-47
In the Department letter dated September 10, .2008, It is stated that the Department
would addras tbe requffi for mt extension f'or an additional 180 days ror the City to
continue efforts to reduce the wellhead temperature ln well TW41 under separate
cover.
I.

Based on the submitted in(ormatlont It Is not clear why the C'ty is requesting
an additional 180 clay extm.Uoa to reduce the wellhead temperahlre ror this
•ell. as the ~mperatures ·~to be wrtl below tbe less than 131-F
standard. A5 such, the Department does not approve the extension request.
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RgooQHi
The timctine request was ba.o;ed on wellhead da1a obtained in
August with temperatures above the 13 l°F threshold. The City was proactively
requesting a timcline exren.1>ion since the FOEP has yet to grant an alternate
operating temperature for this extraction welt. As ~hown in Anachmenl D, the
LFG data for cxtroc:tion well TW-47 shows that the temperatures in August and
September were above I J I°F.
I. fh~ data don indicate a positive pttMurt at this well during tbe month of June.
Dtd tht landftfl follow the provi.~lons al 40 CFR 60.7~5(a)(J) and initiate
corrective adfon within S c.alendar days? Wu the landrdl able to achieve
nqatln pr~utt without excess afr lnllttratfon at this wtfl within 15 calendar
days of the June 23~ measuremrnt? Please provide the Deparcment. copy al
the monitoring data for this well during the months of July through ~ptember.
RnooAK: Dala evaluation, well tuning, and visual system evaluations were
included in the initial corrective actions to return negative pressure to TW-47. Initial
attempts to increase vacuum and return negative pressure to TW-47 proved
unsuccessful. On August 1, 2008 the existing vacuum line to TW-47 was replaced,
and negative pressure was restored to TW-47, within the allowable timclinc
established. This negative pressure has been sustained since this system expansion
wa~ completed. Please reference Attachment D for the year-to-date monitoring data
2. If the landfill was unable to achieve negative pressure at this well during the
timeframes established by 40 CRF 60.75S(a)(3), please address why the gas
collection system was not expanded within 120 days of the Initial measurement of
positive pressure as required by the standard. In addition, please state the
efforts that have been taken by the landfill to obtain negative pres,,ure, what
additional or different actions that will be taken In the future.
RqDOnH: Vacuum was restored to extraction well TW-47 on August I, 2008, as
addressed, above, in ltem No. 2 of this subsection.
3. Additional Information Rtquest for Well Nos. EW-53, TW-27, TW-28, TW-JO,
TW-38, TW-46, and TW-:57. Please prol'ide the Department a copy of the
monitoring data for these wells for the months of July through September.

Rnponse; Please reference Attachment D for the year-to-date monitoring data of the
exlr.k.'tion wells for which alternate operating temperatures have been requested in
Attachmenr A.
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Summary
As shown by rhe infonnation and dara prcsenled in this letter. the landfill does not
currently exhibit lligns of !\ubsurface oxidation. This is confirmed by the CO monitoring
da1a pnwided in Attachment A and the mcdlane/ollygen gas compositjon data presented
in Attachment D. Alt of these well~ are currently operating with oxygen concentrations
wilhin NSPS panuneten.
The elevated temperatures recorded at Trail Ridge LandfiU arc a result of waste
decomposition that is occurring in the thermophilic range, which can result in operating
temperatures up to 167t'F, or higher. This natural 1hennophilic decomposition of the
waste results in elevated gas temperatures as observed at many of the extraction wells on
site.
Considering this, expansion of lhc GCCS is not a viable remedial solution. Therefore, in
accordance with §60.753(c), the City is requesting alternate operating temperatures for
the extraction wells listed in Attachment A
The City requests a meeting with the Department lo discuss the alternate operating
temperature request and additionaJ air related permitting at Trail Ridge Landfill. Please
contact James Getting of Waste Manage~nt (8SO) 797·3760 regarding potential dates
that are convenient to meet
Sincerely.

Chris Pearson
City of Jacksonville
cc:

Greg Mathes. Waste Management

James Getting. P .E., Wa<itc Management
Mark Triplett. P.E .• BCEE. Waste Management
David ThorJey. P .E .• Waste Management
Lindsey Kennelly, P.E., SCS Engineers
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September 3, 2010

Ms. Kerri Stewart, Chief Administrative Officer City of Jacksonville
Office of the Mayor
1031 Superior Street
Jacksonville, FL 32254

Duval County - Air Permitting
City of Jacksonville-Trail Ridge Landfill
AIRS ID No. 0310358
Extraction Well Higher Operating Temperature Request - Well TW-71

Dear Ms. Stewart:

The purpose of this letter is to provide with a written determination regarding your request dated
August 19, 2010 and received on August 23, 2010, for a 120 day extension of the deadline to correct
measured temperature exceedances at extraction well TW-71. The Trail Ridge Landfill is subject to
the requirements of 40 CPR 60, Subpart WWW (Standards of Performance for Municipal Solid
Waste Landfills).
Pursuant to 40 CPR 60.753(c), Trail Ridge Landfill must operate each interior wellhead in the
collection system with a landfill gas temperature less than 55 degrees Celsius (131 degrees
Fahrenheit) and with either a nitrogen level less than 20 percent or an oxygen level less than 5
percent. If an exceedance is detected during the monthly monitoring required by 40 CFR
60.755(a)(5), the landfill must initiate action to correct the exceedance within timeframes
specified within the regulation. If these exceedances cannot be corrected within these
timeframes, the landfill is required to expand its gas collection system no later than 120 days
from the initial measurement of the initial exceedance. A landfill may submit an alternative
timeline for correcting the exceedance to the Administrator for approval in accordance with 40
CFR 60.755(a)(5).
Pursuant to 40 CPR 60.753(c), a landfill may request a higher operating temperature at a particular
well, provided supporting data is submitted that demonstrates that the elevated temperature does
not cause fires or significantly inhibit anaerobic decomposition by killing methanogens.

"More Protection, Less Process"
·.vww.dep.stateji.us
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Ms. Kerri Stewart, Chief Administrative Officer City of Jacksonville
Office of the Mayor
Trail Ridge Landfill
Extraction Well Higher Operating Temperature Request - Well TW-71
September 3, 2010
Page2

The City included with its letter methane, oxygen, temperature measurements for the well on July 1
and July 7, 2010, and August 9 and August 17, 2010. In addition, the carbon monoxide level was
measured on August 9 and 17, 2010. The City states that based on the data methane is present, air
intrusion is not occurring, subsurface oxidation is not occurring, and continued extraction of
landfill gas from this well is not contributing to degradation of anaerobic methanogenesis. The
City also states that a satisfactory inspection of the well casing/ surrounding ground has been
performed for evidence of air leaks.
The City states that it is requesting the alternate timeline of 120 days to collect trend data for the
well including CO readings. Within 120 days of the initial exceedance, the City intends to provide
the higher operating temperature demonstration results to the Department along with a request for
a higher operating temperature or an alternative remediation plan with timeline for the well.
In accordance with 40 CFR 60.755(a)(5),an alternative timeline for correcting the exceedance may be
submitted to the Administrator for approval. The City's request does not mention correction of the
exceedances within the requested 120 day alternate timeline. Furthermore, the landfill has
previously submitted monthly monitoring data for this well with its July 22, 2010 request for a
higher operating temperature. The submitted data, at that time, did not show a measured
temperattire exceeding the less than 131°F threshold. As such, the Department did not approve the
higher operating temperature request.
Department hereby denies the request for a 120 day extension of the deadline to correct the
temperature exceedances at extraction well TW-71.
Again, pursuant to 40 CFR 60.755(a)(5), the City may submit to Department for approval an
alternate timeline to correct the exceedances. As an alternative, in accordance with 40 CFR
60.753(c), the City may request a higher operating temperature at the well. If the City wishes to
pursue a· higher operating temperature for this well, then a request should include the proposed
temperature value, any additional supporting data that demonstrates that the elevated temperature
does not cause fires or significantly inhibits anaerobic decomposition by killing methanogens, and
any additional information that the City wishes the Department to consider. Such a request should
be submitted to the Department in a timely manner.
Otherwise, pursuant to 60.755(a)(5), if correction of the exceedance was not achieved within 15
calendar days of the first measurement (by August 24, 2010), the gas collection system shall be
expanded to correct the exceedance within 120 days of the initial exceedance, i.e. by December 7,
2010.
The City states in its letter that the measured exceedances at Well TW-71 will be reported as
operational exceedances in NSPS semiannual reports, but will not be reported as items of non-
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Ms. Kerri Stewart, Chief Administrative Officer City of Jacksonville
Office of the Mayor
Trail Ridge Landfill
Extraction Well Higher Operating Temperature Request- Well TW-71
September 3, 2010
Page3

compliance in the facility's Title V annual statement of compliance unless 1) written notification is
received from the Deparhnent that the request is not approved, or 2) the City fails to submit a
temperature variance request or an alternative remediation plan within 120 days of initial
exceedance.
The Department does not concur with these statements. As supported by 40 CFR 60.753(g), for
those measured exceedances where corrective actions taken were not as specified in 60.755(a)(3)
through (5) or §60.755(c), the monitored exceedances are considered to be violations of the
operational requirements in 40 CFR 60.753.

In accordance with 40 CFR 60.757(£) and 40 CFR 63.1980(a), such exceedances are to be reported to
the Department on a semi-annual basis. In addition, Rule 62-213.440(3), F.A.C. requires that all
reportable deviations from and all instances of non-compliance with any applicable requirements
be identified in the Annual Statement of Compliance.

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact Rita Felton-Smith at (904) 807-3237.

Sincerely,

ChristopherL. Kirts, P.E.
District Air Program Administrator
RFS/rfs
Copy to:
Jeffrey Foster, P.G, P.E., City of Jacksonville [Email: ISFoster@coj.net]
Fred Forbes, Solid Waste Division, City of Jacksonville [Email: FForbes@coj.net]
James Getting, P.E., Waste Management [Email: IGetting@wm.com]
Eric Parker, Waste Management Inc. [Email: EParkerl@wm.comJ
Greg Mathes, Waste Management Inc.[Email: gmathes@wm.com]
Jim Christiansen, Waste Management Inc.[Email: jchristi@wm.com]
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February 24, 2011
Mr. Christopher Kirts. P.E.
Air Program Administrator
Plorida Department of Environmental Protection
Northeast District
7825 Baymeadows Way, Suite B-200
Jacksonville, Florida 32256
Subject:

Alternate Temperature Request for Extraction Well TW-71
Trail Ridge Landfill, Baldwin, Florida
Facility ID No. 0310358

Dear Mr. Kirts:
The City of Jacksonville (COJ) is submitting this cotTespondence to the Florida Department of
Environmental Protection (FDEP) to request an alternate operating temperature of 141°F for
landfill gas extraction well Tw:..71 at the Trail Ridge Landfill in Baldwin, Florida. The City
requested an alternate temperature limit for this well July 22, 2010 and an alternate timeline to
provide additional time to investigate and address elevated temperatures on August l 9, 2010.
FDEP denied these requests on September 3, 2010 on the basis that the weU temperature had
temporarily returned to a temperature below 131°F at.the time of the July 22. 2010 request.
FDEP directed the City to expand the system within 120 days in such instances.

The City has maintained that operational tuning or system expansion is unlikely to correct high
temperature wells that are not affected by fire, and that such wells operating near the 131 °F limit
may naturally fluctuate around the limit over time without any influence of corrective actions or
well-field management. We believe this is the case with this well, which has now returned to an
operating temperature of l 36°F and was clearly not affected by the instalJation of wells TW-79,
TW-80, TW-8 l just to the south (see Attaclunent l for well locations). Monitoring data forTW7 1 is provided in Table 1 below. The City believes that our actions have proven that there is no
operational action or system expansion that will correct this temperature exceedance, and since
there is no evidence of fire or adverse impacts to methanogenesis, that a higher operating
temperature is \\'arrante<l and necessary. n1e City also does not feel it is warranted to request an
extension to the 15 or 120 day NSPS timelines for this well, as we again maintain that well
tuning and system expansion an: not going to correct the problems. As such, additional time for
corrective measures is w1likel y to yield any benefits. Natural temperature fluctuations should not
be cause to deny the temperature variance or assume the issue has been addressed.
This site is subject to the Federal NSPS program for municipal solid waste landfills ( 40 CFR 60
Subpart WWW). The facility is required by the NSPS to perform monthly monitoring of all gas
extraction wells for gauge pressure, temperature and oxygen. Wells TW-71 is approaching the 15
day timelinc for temperature compliance.
Pursuant to the NSPS regulations, the following actions must be taken for the above situation:

~ 14 N Mogan Strt:ct.

to'" FhlOr

Jack~l,nvillc. FL. 3'.!202
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Fax: 904.255.8929
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Mr. Chris Kins, P.E.
Altematc Temperature Request for Extraction Well TW-il
Trail Ridge Landfill, Baldwin, Florida
February 24. 2011

Pagc2
40 CFR 60. 755(a)(5) ·- "~(a well exceeds one of these operating paramewrs, action shall be
initiated to corr·ect the exceedanCt? 1·11ithi11 5 <.:alendar days. ~(correction ~(the exceedance
cannot be achieved within 15 culendar days (~(the first measurement, the gas collectio11
system shall be expanded to correct the e.°{ceedance within 120 days oftht~ initial
measurement of the jir.w exceedam:e. Any attempted corrective measure shall not cause
exceedances q{other operational or perfm'fllance standards. An aiternau: timelinefor
correcting the exceedance may be submitted to the Administrator.for approval. "
40 CFR 60. 753(c) - "Operate each interior wellhead in the collection .~yscem with a landfill
and with either a nitrogen level less than 20 percent or an
oxygen level less than 5 percent. Tire owner or operator may establish a higher operating
temperature, nitrogen. or oxyge;1 value at a particular well. A higher operating value
demonstration shall show supporting data rhat the elevated parameter does 1101 cause.fires
or sign(ficantly inhibit anaerobic decomposition by killing methanogens. "

gas temperature less tlran 55

cc

Corrective actions were initiated within five (5) days of the initial exceedances, however the
landfill gas wellhead temperature remains above the NSPS 55 degrees Celsius (°C), or 131
degrees Fahrenheit (°F) operating requirement. Since the well temperatures were not corrected
by wellfield tw1ing or system expansion, the wells are currently being operated in accordance
with the landfill's Temperature Verification Procedures outlined in the November 3, 2008 letter
submitted by the City to FDEP.

The data in Table l demonstrate that methane is present and air intrusion is not occurring; oxygen
and pressure are within NSPS compliance parameters. Carbon monoxide field monitoring results
have verified that subsurface oxidation is not occuning and continued extraction of LFG from
this well is not contributing to degradation of anaerobic methanogenesis. As demonstrated in the
landfill 's Temperature Verification Procedures, methane below 45% with carbon monoxide
readings exceeding 500 parts per million (ppm) can be an indicator of subsurface oxidation.
Additionally, an inspection of the well casing/surrounding ground for evidence of air leaks has
been satisfactory perfonncd to ensure that the higher temperature is not/will not be combined
with high levels of oxygen and therefore will not lead to the support of a landfill fire.
Table 1.
LFG Data for TW~71, Trail Ridge Landfill, Baldwin,
Florida

Date Time

Methane
(%)

TRLTW071

7/1/2010 i8:15

53.9

45.9

0.0

0.2

94

-3.2

TRLTW071

7/7/2010 15:53

54.9

42.3

0.0

2.8

129

-28.3

45.3
0.3
1.9
·-··- T·-·---·---- ----- ------44.1
0.2
3.8

110
----·----·
-

133

-32.0

100

134

-22.S

133
134

-29.3

Device ID

TRLTW071

I

8/9/2010 ~0 :43

52.5

TRLTW071

i 8/17/2010 17:15

51.9.

TRL T~<?_?.±__f_-2/?L~Q_!_Q.1.~:-~_?__
__
..!RLTW071

I 9/15/2010_17 :02

214 N Hogan Street, IO'i. Floor

Oxygen
(%)

Balance
Gas(%)

~·--

55.2

43.S

0.0

1.3

54.5

42.8

0.6

2.1

Ju,~ksonvillc,

FL 32202

Phone: 904.255.8786
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Carbon
Monoxide
(ppm)

Well
Static
Pressure
("H20)

Carbon
Dioxide
(%)

Gas
Temp
(Deg F)

90
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Mr. Chris Kirts, P.E.
Alternate Temperature Request for Extraction Well TW-71
Trail Ridge Landfill, Baldwin, Florida

February 24. 2011
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't TRLTW071

~

10/7/2010 9:44

55.0

I

39.S

1.5

!

4 .0

90

129

!:

-38.2

!

TRLTW071

10/14/2010 9:01

TRLTW071

llj4/201010:11

54.1

44 .8

0.3

0.8

80

125

-36.9

TRLTW071

12/7/2010 14:55

47.2

38.1

2.4

12.3

70

128

-32.1

TRLTW071

1/6/201115:09

55.0

40.3

0.9

3.8

80

130

-30.3

2/14/201111:29

50.2

37.6

2.5

9.7

136

-17.3

TRLTW071

30

i

We would appreciate a written confiimation from your office approving an alternate temperature
of 14 1°F for TW-71.
If you have any additional questions regarding this letter. please contact me at the letterhead
number or email at jsfoster@coj.net.

Sincerely,

Cl-A
~~ri_~_s

A ~

er, .G.
SW Envi onmental Engineering Manager
City of Jacksonville
Solid Waste Division, Department of Public Works
Attachment 1: Map showing location of referenced wells
cc:

Fred Forbes, City of Jacksonville
James Getting, W aste Management of Florida
Eric Parker, Waste Management of Florida
Jim Christiansen, Waste Management of Florida
Greg Mathes, Waste Management of Florida
Lindsey Kennelly, SCS Engineers
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February 24. 20 J I
Mr. Christopher Kirts, P.E.
Air Program Administrator
Florida Department of Environmental Protection
Northeast District
7825 Baymeadows Way, Suite B-200
Jacksonville, Florida 32256
Subject:

Alternate Temperature Request for Extraction Well TW-41, TW-79,
TW-80, and 'IW-81
Trail Ridge Landfill, Baldwin. Florida
Facility ID No. 0310358

Dear Mr. Kins:
The City of Jacksonville (COJ) is submitting this correspondence to the Florida Department of
Environmental Protection (FDEP) to request an alternate operating temperature for landfill gas
extraction wells TW-41, TW-79, TW-80, and TW-81 at the Trail Ridge Landfill in Baldwin,
Florida. The City most recently requested an alternate operating temperature of 135°F for
Extraction Well No . TW-41 on October 4, 2010. FDEP denied this request and instead requested
that the City install three additional wells in the vicinity ofTW-41 in hopes the additional wells
would lower the operating temperature at TW-4 J. These wells (TW-79, TW-80, TW-81) were
installed on 12/7/2010. During drilling, elevated temperatures as high as l 39 F were
encountered in the waste, before initial vacuum was applied to the well. No evidence of any fire
or combustion was evident. See Att.1chment 1 for well d1illing logs and Attachment 2 for a map
The wells exceeded the temperature limit of I 30°F in
showing the location of these wells.
February 2011 and are now approaching the 15 day NSPS timeline for these temperature
cxceedances. Monitoring data is provided in Table I below.
Please note the Department previously denied the City's July 23, 2010 request for a l 35°F
alternate operating temperature for TW-41 on September 3, 2010 and a September 10, 2010
request for a 120 day extension to collect trend data on September 24, 2010. As indicated by
this letter, and as maintained by the City in past correspondence, installation of these additional
wells has not reduced operating temperatures in TW-41, and in fact, has led to three additional
wells with temperature exceedances that must nmv be maintained and monitored. The City is
now requesting an altemate operating temperature for all four wells of 140°F. Because all four
of these wells are in close proximity, we are including all four in a single request. If FDEP is
unwilling to grant a temperature variance for the three newly installed wells, the City requests
approval to abandon the three new wells, as we feel they are providing no substantial benefit to
gas collection efficiency. The City dot.'S not fl!d it is warranted to request an ex.tension to the 15
or 120 day NSPS timelines for these wells. as we again maintain thnt well-tuning and system
expansion are not going to correct the problems. As such, additional time to perfonn any
additional corrective measures is unlikely to yield any benefits.
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This site is subject to the Federal NSPS program for municipal solid waste landfills (40 CFR 60
Subpart WWW). The facility is required by the NSPS to perfom1 monthly monitoring of all gas
extraction wells for gauge pressure, temperature and oxygen. Wells TW-41, TW-79, TW-80, and
TW-8 I are approaching the 15-day timcline for temperature compliance, and past experience has
shown that well adjustment or system expansion is unlikely to correct the kmperature
exccedance. This has been confinned by the! failure of the three new wells to affect temperatures
in the original well .
Pursuant to the NSPS regulations, the following actions must be taken for the above situation:

40 CFR 60. 755(a)(5) - "({a well exceeds one ofthese operating parameters, action shall be
initiated to correct tire exceedance within 5 calendar days. If correction of the exceedance
cannot be c1chieved within 15 calendar days of the.first measurement, the gas collection
system shall be expanded ro correct the exceedance within 120 days ofthe initial
measurement of the.first exceedance. Any attempted corrective measure shall 11ot cause
exceedances o_fother operational or performance standards. An a/temate timeline.fbr
correcting tire exceedance may be submitted to the Administrawrfor approval."

40 CFR 60. 753(c) - " Operate each interior wellhead in Lhe collection 5ystem with a
landfill gas temperature less than 55 °C and with either a nitrogen level less than 20
percent or an o.iygen level less tha11 5 percent. 11ie owner or operator may establish a
higher operati11g temperature, nitrogen, or oxygen value at a particular well. A
higher operating value demonstration shall show supporting data that the elevated
parameter does not cause.fires or significantly inhibit anaerobic decomposition by
killing methanogens. "

Corrective actions were initiated within five (5) days of the initial exceedances, however the
landfill gas wellhead temperature remains above the NSPS 55 degrees Celsius ( 0 C), or 131
degrees Fahrenheit (°F) operating requirement. Since the well temperatures were not corrected
by well field tuning or system expansion, the wells are currently being operated in accordance
with the landfill's Temperature Verification Procedures outlined in the November 3, 2008 letter
submitted by the City to FDEP.
The data in Table I demonstrate that methane is present and air intrusion is not occurring; oxygen
and pressure are within NSPS compliance parameters. Carbon monoxide field monitoring results
have verified that subsurface oxidation is not occurring and continued extraction of LFG from
this well is not contributing to degradation of anaerobic methanogenesis. As demonstrated in the
landfill's Temperature Verification Procedures, methane below 45% with carbon monoxide
readings exceeding 500 parts per million (ppm) can be an indicator of subsurface oxidation.
Additionally, an inspection of the well casing/sumlllnding ground for evidence of air leaks has
beeu satisfactory perfonned to ensure that the higher temperature is not/will not be combined
with high levels of oxygen and therefore will not lead to the support of a landfill fire.
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Table 1.
LFG Data for TW-41, TW-79, TW-80, and TW-81 ,
Trail Ridge Landfill, Baldwin, Florida
I

I

II

Device ID

Date Time

Methane
(%)

TRLTW041

·6/9/2010 13:31

55.0

Carbon
Dioxide
(%)

I Oxygen
(%)

(%)

7/7/2010 16:25

54.3

41.4

0.0

4.3

TRLTW041

8/6/2010 15:21

55.0

44.6
....

0.0

0.4

TRLTW041

8/17/201017:03

55.0

44.9

0 .0

0.1

TRLTW041

9/2/2010 16:29

43.2

0 .0

1.5

TRLTW041

9/15/2010 17:21

55.3
-· ··- - ·
57.1

42 .6

0.1

0.2

TRLTW041

9/28/2010 17:32

55.2

43.5

0.0

1.3

--11/2/2010 11:11

53.8

44.0

0.0

2.2

54.8

45.1

0.0

0 .1

TRLTW041

12/8/2010 16:30

52.9

46.1

0.9

0.1

TRLTW041

1/11/201111:20

54.5

45.0

0.4

TRLTW041

2/16/201112:36

46.5

41.3

TRLTW079

12/15/2010 13:52

TRLTW079

1/13/2011 11:37

55.0
·-·---·
54.8

·-

TRLTW041
i . . - - - -•• .- - ...-

10/7/2010 14:52

Gas

("H20)

127

-34.l

130

-34.1

140

132

-32.8

120

131

-20.6

110

128

-26.7

132

-28.4

133

-29.7

130

-27.3

60

129

-28.7

50

129

-10.6

0.1

60

130

-27.6

0.7

·-

11.S

30

132

·26.3

44.9

0.0

0.1

40

120

-6.3

45.1

0.0

0.1

so

130

-28.7

-··

I

Pressure

so

-

l

Well

Static

Temp

j

I

I

{Deg F)

{Dom)

0.1

0.4

~---

Carbon
I Monoxide
I

Gas

I

44.5

iI

Balance

TRLTW041

TRLTW041

----,

II

--

I

TRLTW079

2/16/201113 :91..

56.0

42.6

0.5

0.9

30

131

-27.9

TRLTW080

--·

12/15/2010 16:18

54.0

45.9

0.0

0.1

50

129

-3.1

TRLTW080

1/ 11/201111:14

54.9

44.9

0.1

0.1

40

_j_ __!?.9.

-18.S

TRLTW080

2/16/201112:26

53 .5

43.0

1.2

TRLTW081

12/16/2010 10:00

54 .5

45.3

0.0

TRLTW081

1/11/201111:24

54.8

2/16/201112:51

56.0

44.1
..
43.4 .

- ·- ··-

· -~ -

l

I

i

2.3

30

I

--·

0.2

so

!
I

1.0

0.1

0.5

0.1

..

TRLTW081

I

··-

40

139

·26.8

130

-9.5

I

I

130

-32.3

140

-27.5

·.

30

We would appreciate a written confinnation from your office approving one of the above outllned
alternatives (an alternate operating temperature for all fo ur wells of 140°F; or :ui alternate temperature of
J35°F for TW-41 and abandonmentofTW-79, TW-80, TW-81).
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If you have any additional questions regarding this letter, please contact me at the letterhead
number or email at jsfosterf~coj.ne.t.
Sincerely,

c~,,v.,(?/'
.:f r

Jeffrey/.~/iJ!rtJ

-

SW Environmental Engineering Manager
City of Jacksonville
Solid Waste Division, Department of Public Works

Attachment 1: Well logs forTW-79, TW-80, TW-81
Attachment 2: Map showing location of referenced wells
cc:

Fred Forbes, City of Jacksonville

James Getting, Waste Management of Florida
Eric Parker, Wasle Management of Florida
Jim Christiansen, Waste Management of Florida
Greg Mathes, Waste Management of Florida
Lindsey Kennelly, SCS Engineers

214 N Hog~n Street. l<F'° Floor

Jacksonville. FL :12202

Phone: 904.255.8786
B61
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Borin Diame~r:
Material Diameter
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March 17, 2011

Ms. Kerri Stewart, Chief Administrative Officer City of Jacksonville
Office of the Mayor
1031 Superior Street
Jacksonville, FL 32254

Duval County - Air Permitting
City of Jacksonville-Trail Ridge Landfill
AIRS ID No. 0310358
Extraction Well Higher Operating Temperature Request- Wells TW-41, TW-79, Tw-80, TW-81

Dear Ms. Stewart:

The purpose of this letter is to provide a written determination regarding the request from Mr. Jeffery
Foster, Environmental Engineer Manager, dated February 24, 2011 and received electronically on February
28, 2011, for a higher operating temperature of 140 °F for each landfill gas extraction Well Nos. TW-41, TW79, TW-80, and TW-81 located within the Trail Ridge Landfill or approval for a higher operating
temperature of 135°F for Well No. TW-41 and the abandonment of Well Nos. TW-79, TW-80, and TW-81.
The Trail Ridge Landfill is subject to the requirements of 40 CFR 60, Subpart WWW (Standards of
Performance for Municipal Solid Waste Landfills).
The City included with its letter and by subsequent electronic mail correspondence on March 9, 2011,
monthly monitoring data for each of the stated wells of methane, oxygen, carbon monoxide, pressure and
temperature measurements. The City states that based on the data, methane is present, air intrusion is not
occurring, subsurface oxidation is not occurring, and continued extraction of landfill gas from this well is
not contributing to degradation of anaerobic methanogenesis. The City also states that an inspection of
the well casing/ surrounding ground for evidence of air leaks has been performed to ensure that the higher
temperature is not/will not be combined with high levels of oxygen and therefore will not lead to the
support of a landfill fire.
Pursuant to 40 CFR 60.753(c), a landfill shall operate each interior wellhead in the collection system with a
landfill gas temperature less than 55 degrees Celsius (131 degrees Fahrenheit) and with either a nitrogen
level less than 20 percent or an oxygen level less than 5 percent. The owner or operator may establish a
higher operating temperature, nitrogen, or oxygen value at a particular well. A higher operating value

uww. dep.state. fl. us
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demonstration shall show supporting data that the elevated parameter does not cause fires or significantly
inhibit anaerobic decomposition by killing methanogens.
If an exceedance is detected during the monthly monitoring required by 40 CFR 60.755(a)(5), the landfill
shall initiate action to correct the exceedance within timeframes specified within the regulation. If these
exceedances cannot be corrected within these ti.meframes, the gas collection system shall be expanded to
correct the exceedance within 120 days of the initial exceedance.Any attempted corrective measure shall
not cause exceedances of other operational or performance standards. An alternative ti.meline for
correcting the exceedance may be submitted to the Administrator for approval.
Based on the submitted data, the Department approves ahigher operating temperature limit of 135 °F
at Well No. TW-41.
This higher operating temperature approval is contingent upon the continued demonstration by the
landfill that the elevated temperature does not cause fires or significantly inhibit anaerobic
decomposition by killing methanogens.
The Trail Ridge Landfill shall continue to review the wellhead temperature monitoring data at this well
and closely monitor any field conditions that would indicate the presence of subsurface fires. In
addition, Trail Ridge Landfill shall analyze wellhead monitoring data for trends that may indicate the
anaerobic decomposition is being significantly inhibited due to the killing of methanogens. ·
The Department requests this information, including the percent methane and the CO level, be
recorded for this well on a monthly basis and submitted to the Department on a semi-annual basis in
the reports required by 40 CFR 60.757(f) and 40 CFR 63.1980(a).
Please note that as supported by 40 CFR 60.753(g), for those measured exceedances where corrective
actions taken were not as specified in 60.755(a)(3) through (5) or §60.755(c), and approval of an
alternate timeline in which to correct an exceedance was not received, the monitored exceedance is
considered to be a violation of the operational requirements in 40 CFR 60.753.
In accordance with 40 CFR 60.757(f) and 40 CFR 63.1980(a), such exceedances are to be reported to the
Department on a semi-annual basis. In addition, Rule 62-213.440(3), F.A.C. requires that all reportable
deviations from and all instances of non-compliance with any applicable requirements be identified in
the Annual Statement of Compliance.
Because Well Nos. TW-79, TW-80, and TW-81 appear to have been installed by the City pursuant to the
requirements of 40 CFR 60.755(a)(5), the Department does not have the authority to approve the
request to abandon these wells. In addition, because these three wells were recently installed by the
City in December of 2010, and are in the initial phase of operation, the Department requests the landfill
to continue with the monthly monitoring for an additional 120 days. At the conclusion of this time
period, the Department will reevaluate the request for higher temperatures on Well Nos. TW-79, TW80, and TW-81 with the submittal of the additional monitoring data.
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A person whose substantial interests are affected by the proposed permitting decision may petition for an
administrative hearing in accordance with Sections 120.569 and 120.57, F.S. The petition must contain the
information set forth below and must be filed with (received by) the agency clerk in the Office of General
Counsel of the Department of Environmental Protection, 3900 Commonwealth Boulevard, Mail Station
#35, Tallahassee, Florida 32399-3000 (Telephone: 850/245-2241). Petitions must be filed within fourteen
days of receipt of thls notice. A petitioner shall mail a copy of the petition to the applicant at the address
indicated above, at the time of filing. The failure of any person to file a petition withln the appropriate
time period shall constitute a waiver of that person's right to request an administrative determination
(hearing) under Sections 120.569and120.57, F.S., or to intervene in this proceeding and participate as a
party to it. Any subsequent intervention (in a proceeding initiated by another party) will be only at the
approval of the presiding officer upon the filing of a motion in compliance with Rule 28-106.205, F.A.C.
A petition that disputes the material facts on which the Permitting Authority's action is based must contain
the following information: (a) The name and address of each agency affected and each agency's file or
identification number, if known; (b) The name, address, and telephone number of the petitioner; the name,
address and telephone number of the petitioner's re presentative, if any, which shall be the address for
service purposes during the course of the proceeding; and an explanation of how the petitioner's
substantial interests will be affected by the agency determination; (c) A statement of when and how each
petitioner received notice of the agency action or proposed decision; (d) A statement of all disputed issues
of material fact. If there are none, the petition must so state; (e) A concise statement of the ultimate facts
alleged, including the specific facts the petitioner contends warrant reversal or modification of the agency' s
proposed action; (f) A statement of the specific rules or statutes the petitioner contends require reversal or
modification of the agency's proposed action including an explanation of how the alleged facts relate to the
specific rules or statutes; and, (g) A statement of the relief sought by the petitioner, stating precisely the
action the petitioner wishes the agency to take with respect to the agency's proposed action. A petition
that does not dispute the material facts upon which the Permitting Authority's action is based shall state
that no such facts are in dispute and otherwise shall contain the same information as set forth above, as
required by Rule 28-106.301, F.A.C.
Because the administrative hearing process is designed to formulate final agency action, the filing of a
petition means that the Pennitting Authority's final action may be different from the position taken by it in
this written notice. Persons whose substantial interests will be affected by any such final decision of the
Permitting Authority on the application have the right to petition to become a party to the proceeding, in
accordance with the requirements set forth above.
Mediation is not available in this proceeding.
This permitting decision is final and effective on the date filed with the clerk of the Permitting Authority
unless a petition is filed in accordance with the above paragraphs or unless a request for extension of time
in which to file a petition is filed within the time specified for filing a petition pursuant to Rule 62-110.106,
F.A.C., and the petition conforms to the content requirements of Rules 28-106.201and28-106.301, F.A.C.
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Upon timely filing of a petition or a request for extension of time, this action will not be effective until
further order of the Permitting Authority.
Any party to the Order has the right to seek judicial review of the Order pursuant to Section 120.68, Florida
Statutes, by the filing of a Notice of Appeal pursuant to Rule 9.110, Florida Rules of Appellate procedure,
with the Clerk of the Deparbnent in the Office of General Counsel, Mail Station 35, 3900 Commonwealth
Boulevard, Mail Station 35, Tallahassee, Florida 32399-3000; and by filing a copy of the Notice of Appeal
accompanied by the applicable filing fees with the appropriate District Court of Appeal. The Notice of
Appeal must be filed within 30 days after the Final Order is filed with the Clerk of the Department.

If you have any questions regarding this matter, please contact Rita Felton-Smith at (904) 256-1556.

Sincerely,

Christopher L. Kirts, P.E.
District Air Program Administrator

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
The undersigned duly designated deputy agency clerk hereby certifies that this Air Permit Determination
was sent by electronic mail (or a link to these documents made available electronically on a publicly
accessible server) with received receipt requested before the close of business on March 17, 2011 to the
persons listed below.
Copy to:
Jeffrey Foster, P.G., P.E., City of Jacksonville [Email: JSFoster@coj.net)
Fred Forbes, Solid Waste Division, City of Jacksonville [Email: FForbes@coj.netl
James Getting, P.E., Waste Management [Email: JGetting@wm.com)
Eric Parker, Waste Management Inc. [Email: EParkerl@wm.com)
Greg Mathes, Waste Management Inc.[Email: gmathes@wm.com]
Jim Christiansen, Waste Management lnc.[Email: jchristi@wm.com]
FILING AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT FILED, on thls date, pursuant to Section
120.52(7), Florida Statutes, with the designated agency clerk, receipt of which is
hereby acknowledged .

(Clerk)
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EPA Region 1 letter
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGION 1
5 POST OFFICE SQUARE, SUITE 100
BOSTON, MA 02109-3912

Certified Mail Return Receipt Requested
September 21 , 2010
Michael A. Trupin
Director of Environmental Protection, East Group
Waste Management
448 Lincoln Highway
Fairless Hills, PA 19030
Re:

Notification, Reporting, and Request Procedures at the Municipal Solid Waste
Landfill in Chicopee, Massachusetts

Dear Mr. Trupin:
Thank you for meeting with representatives of the Massachusetts Department of
Environmental Protection (" MassDEP") and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
("EPA") on July 23, 2010. 'The meeting gave the parties an opportunity to discuss Waste
Management's ("WM's") past air pollution related notifications and requests sent to the
regulatory authorities regarding the Chicopee Landfill. As discussed at the meeting, the
purpose of this letter is to clarify how future notifications, requests, and annual reports
should be handled.
As background, the Standards of Performance for Municipal Solid Waste Landfills
regulations at 40 C.F.R. § 60.750 et seq. ("the Landfill NSPS") were promulgated as
federal law on March 12, 1996. MassDEP issued a Title V permit to WM for the
Chicopee Municipal Landfill on June 25, 2002, and reissued the permit on January 22,
2010. Jn a letter dated July 23, 1997, EPA delegated the Landfill NSPS to Massachusetts
through Title V permits. The details of this delegation are outlined in EPA's June 25,
1982 delegation to MassDEP, the Memorandum of Agreement between EPA and
MassDEP dated April 28, 1995, and EPA's Interim Approval of the Operating Permits
Program (61 FR 3827). Under such delegation, MassDEP has the authority to enforce the
conditions of the Landfill NSPS upon issuance of a Title V permit.
However, according to the Landfill NSPS, EPA retains sole authority to approve
alternative methods used to determine the non-methane organic compound ("'NMOC")
concentration or a site specific factor. See, 40 C.F.R. § 60.750(b) and 40 C.F.R. §
60.754(a)(5)). Additionally, according to EPA guidance', EPA retains the authorities to
approve major changes to test methods. major changes to recordkeeping/reporting
requirements and inajor changes to monitoring techniques ("major changes"). This
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guidance has been incorporated as part of the general provisions of the National Emission
Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants for Municipal Solid Waste Landfills regulations
(''Landfill NESHAP"). See the definitions at 40 C.F.R. § 63.90(a), and the restrictions on
delegation at§§ 63.91(g) and 63.1985(c).
Therefore, although MassDEP has taken delegation of the federal NSPS and NESHAP
standards for landfills through the issuance of the Title V permit, WM must sertd requests
for "major changes" or requests for alternative methods used to determine the NMOC
concentration or a site specific factor to EPA for consideration. WM must copy
MassDEP on such a correspondence and must not proceed with the changes without
written approval from EPA.
For all other requests that are not considered "major changes," \VM should submit these
requests to MassDEP given that it is the primary regulatory authority. In these instances,
WM should also send a copy of its request to EPA. Described below are some of the
procedures for notifying or requesting approval of various plans or alternative operating
conditions that should be submitted to MassDEP for consi.deration. This list is not meant
to be exhaustive but responds to the common types of notifications and requests that WM
has submitted over the past few years.

1. Approval of the Collection and Control System Plans and Modifications
According to 40 C.F.R. § 60.752(b)(2)(i)(D), the Administrator shall review the
collection and control system to either approve, disapprove, or request additional
information. As discussed, WM should submit these requests to MassDEP. WM
must make it clear in such requests that it is seeking approval under both air and solid
waste regulations. As the Adminstrator's representative, MassDEP will respond to
this type of request.
2. Decommissioning Wells
Decommissioning (or abandoning) a well by permanently removing the well from the
active gas collection system is considered a design change. As a design change, WM
should request an approval from MassDEP, as required by 40 C.F.R. § 60. 753(b)(3).
Temporarily turning a wellhead off must be discussed in the facility 's operation and
maintenance plan. WM must continue to perform the periodical monitoring at the
wellhead after turning off the wellhead as required by 40 C.F.R. § 60.756(a).
Notification of this activity is optional but must be reported in the annual reports
submitted to both MassDEP and EPA.

3. Operating Conditions at a Wellhead
Pressure: As an operator of an active gas collection system at a municipal solid
waste landfiJI, WM must monitor the pressure at eac.h wellhead on a monthly basis as
required by 40 C.F.R. § 60.756(a)(l). WM is required to maintain a negative
pressure as set out in 40 C.F.R. §§ 60 .753(b). If a negative pressure at a wellhead is
not maintained, WM can se1 a higher operating value by showing with supporting
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data that the elevated parameter does not cause fires or significantly inhibit anaerobic
decomposition by killing methanogens. Alternatively, if a negative pressure at a
wellhead is not maintained, WM must initiate an action to correct the exceedance as
required by 40 C.F.R. § 60.755(aX5) and has up to 120 days to correct the
exceedance or expand the gas collection system. However, theNSPS allows WM to
submit a notification to MassDEP (with a copy to EPA), requesting an alternative
timcline for approval.

Temperature and oxyge.n or nitrogen levels: As an operator of an active gas
collection system at a municipal solid waste landfill, WM must monitor the
temperature and the oxygen or the nitrogen level at each wellhead on a monthly basis
as required by 40 C.F.R. § 60.756(aX2) & (3). WM is required to maintain a
temperature less than 55 °C and an oxygen level less than 5% or a nitrogen level less
than 20% as set out in 40 C.F.R. §§ 60.753(c). If these conditions are not maintained,
WM can set a higher operating value by showing with supporting data that the
elevated parameter does not cause fires or significantly inhibit anaerobic
decomposition by killing methanogens. Alternatively, if a wellhead exceeds one of
these parameters, WM must initiate an action to correct the exceedance as required by
40 C.F.R. § 60.755(a)(5) and has up to 120 days to correct the exceedance. However,
the NSPS allows WM to submit a notification to MassDEP (with a copy to EPA),
requesting an alternative timeline for approval.
4. Surface Emission .Monitoring

Surface emission monitoring: As an operator of municipal solid waste landfill
subject to Landfill NSPS, WM must perfonn quarterly surface emission monitoring in
accordance with 40 C.F.R. §60.755(c)(l). WM must operate the collection system so
that the methane concentration is less than 500 parts per million (ppm) at the surface
of the landfill (see 40 C.F.R. § 60.753(d)). For any location where monitoring
exceeds 500 ppm three times within a quarterly period, WM must install a new well
or other collection device within 120 days of the initial exceedance. However,
according to 40 C.F.R. §60.755(c)(4)(v), WM may submit a notification with an
alternative remedy and a corresponding timcline for installation of the collection
device to MassDEP (with a copy to EPA), for approval.

5. Annual Re.ports
The landfill regulations require WM to submit Annual Reports, including information
related to the types of requests and notifications discussed in this letter. For example,
as required by 60.?57(f)(l), the reports must include values and lengths of
exceedanccs of negative pressure, temperature, oxygen or nitrogen levels at
wellheads. Additionally, WM must report the location of each exceedance of the 500
ppm for the surface emission monitoring and the location for the previous month
where exceedances were recorded as required by 40 C.F.R. § 60.757(f)(5). Similarly.
in accordance with 40 C.F.R. § 60.757(t)(6), WM must aJso report the date of
installation and the location of each well or collection system added pursuant to
pressure. temperature, oxygen or nitrogen, and surface emission monitoring
excecdances. WM should send these reports to MassDEP (with a copy to EPA).
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Finally, our discussion on July 23, 2010 clarified the intention of, and in some cases
obviated the need for, many of WM's previously submitted requests and notifications.
Therefore, some of the requests may no longer require a response. However, to ensure
that all parties fully understand which requests are still active, I ask that you identify or
resubmit any previous requests that you believe are still pending a decision by either
MassDEP or EPA.
.

l hope this letter provides clarification to WM regarding future communication with
MassDEP and EPA conc.eming these types of requests and notifications. If you have any
questions, please contact me, at 617-918-1551, or Steve Calder, at 617-918-1744.

Sincerely,

~p
Steve Rapp
Chief, Air Technical Unit
US EPA Region I

Cc:

Thomas Heaton, Waste Management Inc., Environmental Protection Manager
Saadi Motamedi, MassDEP WERO
Larry Hanson, Mass DEP, WERO
Marc Simpson. MassDEP, WERO
Dan Hall, MassDEP, WERO
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January 10, 2014
Lanelle Wiggins (via e-mail)
RFA/SBREFA Team Leader
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency - Office of Policy (1 806A)
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20460
RE:

Chicago, IL
Naperville, IL
South Bend, IN
Griffith, IN
St. Louis, MO
Springfield, MO
Kansas City, MO
Columbus, OH
Denver, CO
Fort Worth, TX
Clemwnt, FL
Grand Rapids, MI

Comments on New Source Performance Standards and Emissions Guidelines for
Municipal Solid Waste Landfills

Dear Ms. Wiggins:
As a Small Entity Representative for and on behalf of the City of Ponca City (City)
located in Ponca City, Oklahoma, we are submitting the following comments to the
EPA' s anticipated proposed rule revisions to 40 CFR 60 Subpart WWW - New Source
Performance Standards for Municipals Solid Waste Facilities (NSPS). This letter
reiterates as well as provides some additional comments from comment letter which as
submitted on November 12, 2013.
The City owns and operates the Ponca City Landfill (Landfill). As a small business
entity and given that the potential financial burden to comply with a potentially more
stringent NSPS, the City appreciates the opportunity to provide these comments and to be
a part of the rule revision process.
Currently the Landfill is not subject to the control requirements under the current NSPS
rule and is not projected to exceed the current NMOC threshold for several more years.
However, should the revised NSPS rules lower the emissions threshold, the site could be
required to install and operate a landfill gas collection and control system (GCCS) in the
next couple of years at a significant cost. Typically an initial GCCS costs about $2
million. Once installed the monitoring, recordkeeping and reporting cost, under the
current NSPS, is estimated to cost about $50,000/year. The site would then need to
expand the gas system every couple of years at a cost of approximately $250,000 each
event. In addition, there would also be associated costs for electrical usage to operate the
blowers. To cover these additional costs there would most likely need to be an increase
in the disposal rates charged to the citizens the Landfill serves. The City certainly
understands the need for environmental controls, is willing to do what is required;
however, there does not seem to be enough justification behind lowering the emissions
thresholds. Given the substantial costs that a GCCS would impose on the Landfill and
the desire to not increase disposal rates to its citizens, the City requests that EPA not
make changes to the current NSPS thresholds.
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It should be noted that the proposed lowering of the emissions threshold within the NSPS
is based on estimated modeled emissions of NMOCs and not actual emissions, including
model variables that are not site-specific. Although the solid waste industry is working
very hard to develop more accurate methods to estimate actual emissions, at this point
there is not a sufficiently accurate method to determine actual emissions for compliance
purposes. The current gas generation model can overestimate emissions by up to 400%.
However, the current surface emissions monitoring (SEM) method within the NSPS is a
very reliable method for determining if a site is actually having excess surface emissions
and does not rely on theoretical models. As such, it is recommended that NSPS rule be
revised to include SEM as an additional step in determining whether or not a GCCS
needs to be installed at landfill. This additional step of adding a SEM applicability
criteria would eliminate the uncertainly associated with modeling and use actual site
specific conditions to determine the need for a GCCS. That is, if a site can show
compliance with surface emissions standards without the benefit of GCCS, then it should
not be require by the NSPS to install one.
Since the implementation of the NSPS, a significant amount of research has been done on
determining the effects of methane oxidation on landfill gas emissions. As such, given
this "new technology" or new information, it is recommended that EPA incorporate
methane oxidation into the emission calculation methodology for estimating landfill
em1ss10ns.
Although, the City is currently not subject to operating a GCCS under the requirement of
the NSPS, the City would also request the EPA consider the following comments, which
were based on a list previously provided to the EPA as part of the pre-Panel list of
questions as well as other discussions with the EPA.

1) Owner/operator definition - As a landfill owner, the City does not want to be held
responsible for the actions and/or the equipment of independent 3rd party entities. If
by rule revision, the City could become liable for the actions of independent 3rd
parties; the likelihood of the City pursuing a landfill gas-to-energy (LFGTE) project
is very low. The City would not be willing to allow equipment they do not own and
personnel they do not control to potentially put the City in a non-compliance
situation. As such, this type of change in the rules would hurt the potential for a
LFGTE project, which otherwise could be very viable, create jobs and reduce
em1ss10ns. The City would support allowing a division of liabilities to be
established between parties which could be provided to the regulating entity.
2) Treatment Definition - The 1996 NSPS rule does not include a definition of
treatment system. EPA proposed the following definition in the May 23, 2002
proposed amendments to the original 1996 rule: Treatment system means a system
that filters, de-waters and compresses landfill gas. (67 FR 36480) EPA should
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simply adopt this definition of treatment. Any landfill gas that is collected and used
for beneficial use should be allowed without prescriptive requirement. The LFGTE
project will treat the gas to the needed conditions to be used by the proposed
equipment. The LFGTE equipment, in most cases, will already have other
environmental requirements placed on it. As such, placing requirements on the
treatment process will only create a disincentive to do a LFGTE project. It is the
LFGTE project that creates the real environmental benefit, not the treatment
process, and as such, the treatment definition should not be changed.
3) Expanding Surface Emissions Monitoring (SEM) - It does not appear that there is
any substantial reasons for changing the current SEM requirements . As it was
presented, there may be some other possible methods, but there does not appear to
be any quantifiable results that would suggest the current requirements are not
adequate or that another method would result in something better. The cost benefit
would need to be clearly defined before suggesting changes that would increase or
expand the scope of SEM. As a general idea, the adoption of a method that is
currently being used in only one part of the country, does not seem to be
appropriate reason to make a global change to the SEM, unless it was part of other
proposed changes in the rule that would be related to a more stringent SEM
requirement (e.g. the removal of wellhead standards).
4) Wellhead Performance Standards - We would highly recommend that the EPA
consider removing the wellhead performance standards. These very prescriptive
standards are not warranted and create a very complex and onerous set of
monitoring and remediation standards. The standards are not needed and in most
cases the requirement to expand the GCCS will result in making operation of the
GCCS worse and not better. Unnecessary expansions are costly; typical costs to
install one vertical well range from $12,000 to $15 ,000, which does not include drill
crew mobilization charges. The landfills are looking to maximize LFG collection;
however, the current wellhead performance standards actually impede and/or hinder
a site from being able to do so. The ultimate goal of the NSPS is to reduce surface
emissions and that should be the only performance criteria. If site can meet the
SEM requirements, the EPA should not be dictating what individual parameters
need to be met at each wellhead for pressure, oxygen, and temperature. The
monitoring and remediation of these parameters is a significant cost and creates an
undue level of complexity in data tracking and regulatory correspondence that has
no direct impact on reducing surface emissions.
5) EPA proposed options:
a. Lowering the design size threshold - A landfill with a design capacity of less
than 2.5 million Mg and 2.5 million cubic meters is a very small landfill by
today' s standards and most likely would not be able to support the additional
burden placed on it by more stringent NSPS requirements. By virtue, smaller
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landfills have less gas generation, less opportunity for gas-to-energy projects,
and fewer emissions. As such, the design size threshold should not be changed.
No new technology has been developed since the implementation of current
NSPS that would warrant or justify changing the current size threshold. EPA's
cost benefit analysis ($/ton NMOC reduced) that supported the 2.5 million Mg
and 2.5 million cubic meter design capacity threshold established in the 1996
Final NSPS rule remains relevant today. The EPA analysis noted that the
selected threshold exempted 90% of the existing landfills, while missing only
15% of total NMOC emission potential. The total emissions potential should be
much lower today given many of the small sites are closed landfills. The EPA' s
current size threshold appropriately identifies those landfills that need to be
further evaluated for potential controls.
b. Lowering the emission threshold - There does not seem to be any technical or
scientific justification for a downward adjustment to the emissions threshold.
Any downward adjustment would have a significant impact on the operations
and costs for the City and all smaller landfill owners. No new technology has
been developed since the implementation of current NSPS that would warrant or
justify changing the current emission threshold. EPA's cost benefit analysis
($/ton NMOC reduced) that supported the 50 Mg/yr threshold established in the
1996 Final NSPS rule remains relevant today. The EPA's current emission
threshold appropriately identifies those landfills that may need to have controls
installed. As stated previously, the current emissions threshold (based on
modeling) coupled with actual SEM data, would be recommended before a
GCCS is required to be installed.
c. Shortening the time allowed for GCCS installation and shortening the time
allowed for well field expansion - Should the City's landfill be required under
the NSPS to install a GCCS and then make routine expansions to the GCCS, the
shortening of time would be very burdensome if not impossible. The process of
getting designs, permits, city council approvals, plus the time needed for
advertisement, bidding, and construction, would be difficult under the current
timeframes. Given the needed time to properly design, permit, bid, and
construct a project, the shortening of timeframes for any site, especially a
municipality, would create a hardship. In addition, requiring systems and
components to be installed earlier will greatly increase the cost of operating and
maintaining the system. Having to install components at a site early will greatly
increase the need to have those components replaced in future. Placing GCCS
components within the active working areas of a landfill is already an issue but
then to require them to be installed even earlier will result in more well
extensions and redrilling, which adds a significant cost. It should also be noted
that with the increased permitting requirements associated with greenhouse gas
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permitting under the Tailoring Rule, it could take over a year to get an air
permit to install a control device or longer if biogenic emissions are not exempt.

6)

EXCEL spreadsheet and Background Information - As stated above, for the
options that propose early installation of wells needs to include the cost for
additional repairs and needed replacements. Typically, a vertical well that is
installed in an area that will receive additional waste will need to be extended and
then eventually replaced. These extension and replacement costs will greatly
increase for options that require earlier installations. As a general rule, each 5
foot well extension costs about $500 and once a well has been extended 4 times or
20 feet, the well will need to replaced. The same would be true for early
installation of horizontal collectors, which will fail sooner and require
replacement since more lifts of refuse will be placed over them after installation.
In addition, as previously discussed, it is recommended that methane oxidation be
incorporated in both the rule and in the background equations.
For those proposed options that lower the applicability threshold and would
require new sites to install a GCCS , the cost for bringing the needed power
service to the site needs to be included in the EPA's cost calculations. For
example, many sites do not currently have sufficient power to run blowers and as
such would need to have additional electrical service brought into the site. The
cost of this electrical service is very site specific but based on recent experience
the cost can be as high as $500,000.
It was noted that the costs were adjusted to account for "recovery credits". The
benefit of a LFGTE project is very site specific. Given changes in energy
markets, tax laws, and regulations, some LFGTE projects make very little to no
money. In many cases it is currently more economical to flare the gas than it is to
install and operate a LFGTE project, and as such, it would not seem appropriate to
apply a reduction in the cost of compliance. The assumption that a site could
have a LFGTE project and that it could generate enough revenue to offset
compliance costs cannot be applied across all sites. As a small business entity,
the economies of scale may not allow the LFGTE project to be viable, but the cost
of compliance will still be incurred. As stated throughout this letter, some of the
proposed NSPS options would increase costs and thus reduce the viability of
being able to do a LFGTE project at smaller sites.

7) 15-yr GCCS requirement - Although we recommend that EPA not change the
current NSPS thresholds which may lead to the installation of GCCS , we do
recommend that EPA make changes to address how a site/area is able to remove
or be excluded from GCCS operations. As currently stated in the rule, once a
GCCS is required to be installed, it must remain in-place for 15 years. Given that
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the requirement to install a GCCS is based on NMOC em1ss10ns (and as
recommended above, SEM), it is recommended that criteria be included in the
rule that would allow a site to cease NSPS operation and control requirements
based on NMOC emissions and/or SEM compliance, regardless of how long the
GCCS has been on-line. For example, a site that can demonstrate that they do not
have surface emission exceedances and/or is below the 50 Mg/yr threshold of
NMOCs should be allowed to cease GCCS operations under the NSPS
requirements.
8) 1% exclusion - The rule currently allows an area to be excluded from GCCS
coverage if the total excluded areas do not exceed 1% of the total amount of
NMOC emissions from the landfill based on model results. It is recommended
that this be clarified or revised to address adjacent closed landfills or closed
portions of a landfill. Given the issues discussed with modeling, some closed
areas of a landfill and/or closed adjacent landfills may still show they are above
1% of the total NMOCs due to the modeled values. However, based on SEM,
actual flow rates, and wellhead monitoring, these areas are generating very small
amounts for LFG and even less NMOCs. As such, the landfill should be able to
decommission collection in non-producing areas based on SEM results and not
modeling. If a percentage of NMOCs continues to be used in the rule, the
percentage should be increased from 1%, which has shown to be an unattainable
standard for almost all sites.

The City understands the need for effective environmental controls and regulations. As a
small business entity, the City looks forward to working with the EPA as the current
NSPS rule is being reviewed, and appreciates the EPA' s consideration of the issues
presented in this letter.

Sincerely

~.,

Principal - LPG/Air Services
cc:

David Horinek, City of Ponca City
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January 10, 2014
Via Electronic Transmittal: Wiggins.Lanelle@epa.gov
David.Rostker@sba.gov
Ms. Lanelle Bembenek Wiggins
RFA/SBREFA Team Leader
US EPA - Office of Policy (1806A)
1200 Penn Ave NW
Washington, DC 20460
And
Mr. David J. Rostker
Assistant Chief Counsel
Environmental Regulatory Reform
US Small Business Administration, Office of Advocacy
409 Third St SW, Suite 7800
Washington, DC 20416
Re: Revisions to Landfill NSPS and EG Rules
Dear Ms. Wiggins and Mr. Rostker:
On behalf of the City of Riverview, Michigan and Delta County Solid Waste Management
Authority (DSWMA), Escanaba, Michigan, Cornerstone Environmental Group herein submits
written comments to the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the
Small Business Administration (SBA) as you consider changes to the New Source
Performance Standards (NSPS) and Emission Guidelines (EG) for Municipal Solid Waste
(MSW) Landfills.
We are providing comment on four specific issues:
1. Compliance Mechanisms In The Current Rule that Do Not Make Sense;
2. How Non-methane Organic Compounds (NMOC) From Landfills Can Be Further
Reduced;
3. EPA’s Recent Proposals For Rule Change and,
4. New Technology Since the Rules Were Promulgated.
Below is detailed discussion on each of these topics.
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1. Compliance Mechanisms In The Current Rule That Do Not Make Sense
Wellhead Performance Standards, Corrective Action and System Expansion – The
regulations require that the temperature, pressure, and either nitrogen or oxygen be
monitored monthly and that if a well exceeds an operating parameter, corrective action be
initiated within 5 calendar days. If correction of the exceedance cannot be achieved within 15
calendar days of the first measurement, the gas collection system shall be expanded to
correct the exceedance within 120 days of the initial exceedance.
The EPA included the wellhead performance standards in 1996 to ensure that 1) the landfill
gas collection system is operating properly and 2) a fire is not propagated. EPA is also
concerned that elevated temperatures could inhibit anaerobic decomposition by killing
methanogens. The overarching goal of the NSPS is to reduce landfill gas emissions.
Based on 17 years of experience implementing the NSPS, the regulated community views
the wellhead performance standards (oxygen, temperature and pressure) as overly
prescriptive with extremely complex recordkeeping/reporting. The amount of data tracking
for compliance is unnecessary to accomplish the overarching goal of NSPS. In addition, if
minimizing the risk of a fire is truly the concern for the EPA, the requirement for system
expansion in many circumstances would further propagate the fire by introducing more
oxygen into the system through drilling or excavation activities.
We think it is important for EPA to note that 40CFR 258.21 already requires controls to
reduce landfill fires namely: “Cover material requirements. (a) Except as provided in
paragraph (b) of this section, the owners or operators of all MSWLF units must cover
disposed solid waste with six inches of earthen material at the end of each operating day, or
at more frequent intervals if necessary, to control disease vectors, fires, odors, blowing litter,
and scavenging. (b) Alternative materials of an alternative thickness (other than at least six
inches of earthen material) may be approved by the Director of an approved State if the
owner or operator demonstrates that the alternative material and thickness control disease
vectors, fires, odors, blowing litter, and scavenging without presenting a threat to human
health and the environment.” As such, we recommend that the wellhead standards for be
eliminated. Instead, the focus of the rule should be on the primary goal of NSPS, which is to
control NMOC emissions. This can be successfully accomplished utilizing surface emissions
monitoring. If the EPA remains concerned about potential fire risks, it is recommended that
the facility include prevention and mitigation practices in the GCCS Design Plan, sealed by a
professional engineer.
In addition, the rule does not address ramping up the gas collection and control system
(GCCS) for new landfills or tapering down the GCCS for old landfills. Compliance with the
wellhead performance standards are especially difficult at the beginning and end of the
landfill’s life.
We urge EPA to eliminate wellhead standards in the NSPS/EG - Since the rule promulgation
in 1996, the industry has gained significant and widespread field operations experience. The
existing wellhead standards are not the best indicator of GCCS performance because they
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are arbitrary limits on a limited number of parameters which do not accurately represent
proper GCCS performance.
The existing wellhead operating standards do not reduce NMOC emissions. We believe that
landfill owners are already heavily incentivized to maximize GCCS collection efficiency to
control odor, control subsurface migration, minimize groundwater impacts, maintain cap
stability and integrity, control surface emissions, and maximize energy recovery.
Of the current wellhead operating standards, only pressure is indirectly tied to controlling
emissions. We do not believe that the wellhead pressure standard provides additional
environmental protection in light of other operating incentives described above. However,
considering that the landfill cover soils have emission retention qualities even gas pressure
under the cap is not an indicator of emissions.
We ask that EPA keep in mind that wellhead standards do not measure emissions. That can
only be done with surface emission monitoring (SEM). We ask that EPA let the landfill
owners operate their well field consistent with their GCCS Design Plan such that surface
emissions are maintained below the standard.
Option for Failed Tier II Test – Under the current NSPS/EG rule if an owner fails a tier II test
(i.e.: the calculated NMOC emissions are greater than 50Mg/year) then they must conduct
tier III testing or install/operate an active LFG collection system. We recommend another
option be allowed, namely, an SEM demonstration. This SEM demonstration would be
performed using current NSPS procedures and if methane emissions were found or repaired
to be lower than 500 ppm below background, then installation of a GCCS could be delayed.
Based on our 17 years’ experience with the NSPS/EG rule we believe numerous GCCS have
been installed and operated at great expense that are not justified because they reduce very
few emissions that a good soil cover could achieve at much lower capital and operating
costs.
2. How NMOC From Landfills Can Be Further Reduced
Surface Emissions Monitoring (SEM) – Currently, NSPS requires that the landfill gas
collection system be operated such that methane concentration at the surface of the landfill
is less than 500 parts per million methane above the background. If EPA were to require the
enhanced SEM nationwide, we believe it would be burdensome for small facilities like
Riverview and DSWMA, with significant increase in cost, new equipment, and training of
personnel. For example: at the City of Riverview Landfill with 211 acres of landfill foot print,
current NSPS SEM costs $20,000 annually to perform. If Riverview has to perform similar to
California Landfill Methane Rule it will cost approximately $100,000 per year; a significant
increase in cost of compliance.
Passive flare devices – Use of passive flare devices may allow reductions of NMOCs in
remote areas such as landfill cleanouts to the leachate collection system and low methane
producing areas. Under current NSPS rules this installation is not possible because the
NSPS requires open flares to meet 60.18 and have continuous flow recorders and flare pilot
flame monitoring. However, this equipment is not cost effectively available at remote
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locations such as the leachate cleanout devices. As such, if EPA wants to promote
destruction of more NMOCs then EPA will need to waive the requirements for flow
measurement and pilot flame monitor in remote areas and low methane producing areas.
LFG Treatment - The 1996 NSPS rule does not include a definition of treatment system.
EPA proposed the following definition in the May 23, 2002 proposed amendments to the
original 1996 rule: Treatment system means a system that filters, de-waters and
compresses landfill gas. (67 FR 36480) EPA should adopt this definition.
In 2006 EPA proposed “treatment” standards to include operating limits and monitoring. We
believe that proposal is inappropriate and unnecessary because:
1. Treatment systems are not control devices,
2. EPA’s proposal would not provide the operator of the treatment system with any
information that would enable a reduction in emissions because neither the filtration,
compression, nor the dewatering process produce emissions that could be reduced,
and
3. Regulating the operating limits and monitoring will inhibit the development of LFGTE
at small entity facilities which are already challenged with numerous technical and
financial barriers due to their small LFG flow. Adding more unnecessary regulatory
and financial burden to these projects is inappropriate.
The City of Riverview employs “treatment” for its LFG in 2 two ways:
1. Some raw LFG is sold to DTE Biomass. DTE filters the LFG, compresses it, and
dewaters prior to destruction in gas turbines which generate electricity for distribution
to the local grid.
2. Some raw LFG is used by the City in a BioCNG treatment system which filters it,
compresses it, dewaters it, and lowers the H2S, siloxane, and CO2 concentration,
prior to a fueling station where it is discharged into vehicles and destroyed. The
waste gas from the BioCNG system is vented into the gas collection system and
blended with other LFG and routed to DTE treatment system.
Both treatment systems are treating the LFG to different levels. These treatment levels are
dictated by the control devices located after treatment. Both treatment systems function well.
Both treatment systems have safety shutoffs if malfunctions occur. Neither treatment
systems have emissions. Neither treatment systems are control devices.
A one-size-fits-all approach, such as EPA put forth in the proposed 2006 rule, does not
account for the site-specific characteristics that may impact operating requirements for each
LFG treatment system and control device. We believe a site-specific preventative
maintenance plan and a Start-up, Shutdown and Malfunction Plan are sufficient and
prescriptive standards not warranted. Operating according to these two plans is sufficient to
assure that it is done properly. As such, we believe that regulating the treatment of LFG is
simply not necessary to ensure that LFG is properly combusted.
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3. EPA’s Recent Proposals for Rule Change
EPA recently explored changing some parameters in the existing rule in an attempt to
capture more emissions. In this section we comment on those proposals.
Reduce time allotted for installation of the GCCS, currently at 30 months. Considering the
rules of procurement for municipalities it will be difficult to reduce this time. Once a landfill
exceeds the emission threshold they must procure an engineering firm to design the GCCS.
Once that design has been completed it is issued to the EPA delegated authority for
approval. This approval period has been very long in most States and some States have
never approved a submitted design, making it very cumbersome for the landfill owner to go
to bid for construction. Once the design is approved, then bidding may commence for a
construction contractor. Once the contractor is selected, equipment is ordered (longest lead
time is typically the flare at 9 to 10 months) and construction commences. We feel that
shortening the time allotted for installation of the GCCS would create added burden on small
entities and should not be pursued.
Reduce the emission threshold, currently at 50 Mg/yr NMOC’s. We feel this action would
require many additional landfills to comply and the cost to comply versus the emission
reductions would be unreasonable at approximately $14,000 / metric ton NMOC reduction.
Reduce the design threshold, currently at 2.5 million cubic meters of waste. We feel this
action would require many additional landfills to comply and the cost to comply versus the
emission reductions would be unreasonable at approximately $18,000 / metric ton NMOC
reduction.
Reduce the time allowed for well field expansion, currently at 2 years if waste is at final grade
and 5 years if still actively receiving waste. In our experience, waste is typically not to final
grade for at least 7 years at most landfills so the 2 year rule is rarely applicable at today’s
modern landfill. In our experience most landfill owners / LFG operators in wet climates are
installing temporary LFG collectors before the 5 year rule is invoked, partially in an effort to
comply with NSPS/EG but also partially to maintain control of odors or to capture energy.
This early installation is not typically occurring in dry climates. These early GCCS
installations almost never comply with the wellhead standards but they don’t have to comply
until the 5 year clock is triggered. This is preferred by the industry. Since landfill owners /
LFG operators in wet climates already typically install the GCCS before 5 years if the EPA
changes the rule to less than 5 years it would result in no less emission reductions than the
current rule already provides. Lowering the 5 year rule would create more administrative
burden for LFG collectors that can’t meet the existing NSPS/EG wellhead standards, would
not lower emissions, and would create undue expense on the landfill owners / LFG
operators. Therefore we do not recommend any change to the 2yr/5yr rule.
4. New Technology
The landfill industry has not developed new control technologies since the original
implementation of NSPS. The best demonstrated technology remains flares. Barriers
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identified in the 1996 rulemaking to control technologies other than flaring still exist today. It
is important that any rule revisions seek to remove and not add barriers to technologies such
as energy recovery and fuel conversion. Creating prescriptive treatment system standards
along with monitoring and recordkeeping requirements will add significant barriers to these
types of projects and could squash further development.
Industry has made improvements to wellhead and collector designs, and improved data
collection and tracking. Because the NSPS/EG rule is so prescriptive, it is difficult to develop
new technology. However, all these improvements have been developed to address
compliance with the existing NSPS rules. The NSPS/EG rule does not have sufficient
flexibility and most regulators are not interested in allowing exceptions to this rule. This
stymies creativity and development of new technology.
The landfill industry is beginning to invest in research that will ultimately improve our ability to
predict LFG generation and collection rates more accurately. It is widely thought that the
methane generation rate (k) varies over time, lowering when the landfill cap is installed and
stormwater is cutoff. In addition, it is widely thought in our industry that NMOC, VOC,
Siloxane, H2S, and other compounds typically found in landfill gas have varying emission
factors over time, lowering as waste decomposition progresses. These issues and many
others are now receiving some funding for research. More funding is needed to advance the
state of practice in this regard and better understand what the “real” emissions from landfills
are.
In closing, Cornerstone, The City and Riverview, and DSWMA appreciate the opportunity to
get involved with EPA’s rule making process and welcome future exchange of information
with the EPA and SBA.
Sincerely,
Cornerstone Environmental Group, LLC

Michael S. Michels, P.E.
Executive Vice President
cc:

Stephanie N. Brown, USEPA, Office of Policy (Electronically)
Robert Bobeck, Riverview Land Preserve (Electronically)
Don Pyle, Delta County Solid Waste Management Authority (Electronically)
Khaled Mahmood, Cornerstone Environmental Group (Electronically)
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Issues for EPA Consideration While reviewing the Landfill NSPS/EG
Date for Delivery: 12/19/2013
Presented in-person by: Khaled Mahmood, Cornerstone Environmental Group on behalf of The
City of Riverview, Michigan (small entity).
EPA is considering regulatory options to revise Landfill NSPS and EG. Due to time constraint I
will touch base on three issues mainly 1) LFG Treatment System 2) Wellfield compliance & 3)
Surface Emission Monitoring.
LFG Emission Control via Treatment:
Treatment filters, dewaters, and compresses the LFG.
Treatment is an alternative to flaring or combustion.
Treatment is a good option for small entities.
Current treatment system definition allows implementation of innovative gas to energy project.
Treatment allows use of the LFG as an energy source and thereby good for the environment
Treatment is not a control device but instead preparation for a control device.
Treatment does not typically have emissions (periodic use of a vent stack being the exception).
The City of Riverview employs “treatment” for its LFG in 2 ways:
1. Some raw LFG is sold to DTE Biomass. DTE filters the LFG, compresses it, and
dewaters prior to destruction in gas turbines which generate electricity for distribution to
the local grid.
2. Some raw LFG is used by the City in a BioCNG treatment system which filters it,
compresses it, dewaters it, and lowers the H2S, siloxane, and CO2 concentration, prior to
a fueling station where it is discharged into vehicles and destroyed. The waste gas from
the BioCNG system is vented into the gas collection system and blended with other LFG
and routed to DTE treatment system.
In summary, the City has two treatment systems on the same landfill. Both treatment systems are
treating the LFG to different levels. These treatment levels are dictated by the control devices
located after treatment. Both treatment systems function well. Both treatment systems have
safety shutoffs if malfunctions occur. Neither treatment systems have emissions. Neither
treatment systems are control devices.
In 2006 EPA proposed revising “treatment” to include operating limits and monitoring. We
believe these proposals are inappropriate and unnecessary:
1. because the treatment systems are not control devices,
2. because the proposals would not provide the operator of the treatment system with any
information that would enable a reduction in emissions because the filtration,
compression, nor the dewatering process produce emissions that could be reduced, and
3. because regulating the operating limits and monitoring will inhibit the development of
LFGTE at small entity facilities which are already challenged with numerous technical

and financial barriers to entry due to their small LFG flow. Adding more unnecessary
regulatory and financial burden to these projects is inappropriate.
A one-size-fits-all approach, such as EPA put forth in the proposed 2006 rule, does not account
for the site-specific characteristics that may impact operating requirements for each LFG
treatment system and control device.
In closing we believe that all treatment systems need are a site-specific preventative maintenance
plan and a Start-up, Shutdown and Malfunction Plan. Operating according to these two plans is
sufficient to assure that it is done properly. As such, we believe that regulating the treatment of
LFG is simply not necessary to ensure that LFG is properly combusted.
Regulating Wellhead Operation
I have been personally dealing with NSPS regulations/MRR for the last 14 years.
EPA’s current wellhead compliance mechanism is very prescriptive and raises more questions,
requires a significant amount of paperwork and reduces ZERO emissions.
Compliance mechanism attributes to generating letters, reports and paperwork. Let me illustrate
the above noted issues with one example:
An oxygen exceedance greater than 15 days triggered a letter to the agency for alternate
compliance time line. The facility reported this event as a deviation in the semi-annual Title V
compliance report and subsequently in the Title V annual compliance certification. The facility
received a notice of violation for this issue. In the notice of violation letter the agency required
the facility to respond in great detail about the event, corrective action, and plan to prevent future
occurrence of such event. So, what happened to the well that exceeded oxygen for 15-days?
The well returned to compliance on 20th day. It was just a simple tuning issue. This is only one
example of the pitfalls of prescriptive nature of the NSPS/EG regulation. The issue and its
resolution did NOT provide any reductions in NMOC but cost the facility significant $$.
We urge EPA to eliminate the temperature and oxygen standards in the NSPS/EG:
Since the rule promulgation in 1996, the industry has gained significant and widespread field
operations experience. The existing wellhead standards are not the best indicator of GCCS
performance because they are arbitrary limits on a limited number of parameters which do not
accurately represent proper GCCS performance.
Further, the existing wellhead operating standards do not provide any protection to the
environment. We believe that landfill owners are already heavily incentivized to maximize
GCCS collection efficiency to control odor, control subsurface migration, minimize groundwater
impacts, maintain cap stability and integrity, control surface emissions, and maximize energy
recovery. In addition, landfill owners diligently operate to avoid causing subsurface fires as
potential damage to leachate containment liners, gas collection and control systems and other
environmental controls can result in non-compliance and be extremely costly to mitigate.

The temperature limit in NSPS/EG was established as an alert level that may indicate a problem
that prompts further investigation; well temperature at or above 55 degrees Celsius (⁰C) does not
mean there is a fire or indicate improper operation. A well temperature at or above 55⁰C may be
normal operating conditions for a facility based on site-specific climate and waste
characterization. In the rulemaking record, EPA states that vacuum adjustment is the solution to
reduce temperature, not system expansion. Nonetheless, some delegated agencies have required
automatic system expansions as a result of well temperature above the action level.
Of the current wellhead operating standards, only pressure is directly tied to controlling
emissions. We do not believe that the wellhead pressure standard provides additional
environmental protection in light of other operating incentives described above. However, this
negative pressure parameter could be maintained to ensure a minimum standard of gas collection
is maintained.
We ask that EPA keep in mind that wellhead standards do not measure emissions that can only
be done with surface emission monitoring. We ask that EPA relax wellhead standards and let the
landfill owners operate their well field in whatever safe manner they feel appropriate such that
surface emissions are maintain below the standard.
Surface Emission Monitoring (SEM)
Current SEM is adequate and no tweaking is desirable. EPA should allow more flexibility in
SEM monitoring and locations.
Integrated SEM in grids with 25 ppmv limit (California’s approach) is not desirable.
Integrated SEM will be burdensome for a small facility like Riverview, significant increase in
cost, new equipment and training of personnel.
Riverview is a site with 211 acres of landfill foot print. Current estimate shows $5,000 of annual
cost to perform NSPS SEM in the entire footprint. If the Riverview has to perform the SEM in
accordance with Integrated SEM (~184 Grids of 50,000 sqft) it will cost approximately
$100,000.00; a significant increase in cost of compliance.

